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Zakaria offers hope
for the Middle East
By Chelsea Taylor

Assistant News Editor
In his concise, half-hour lecture, "The Future of
Freedom," Fareed Zakaria offered his take on the situation
in the Middle East.
Zakaria, author of "The Future of Freedom: Illiberal
Democracy at Home and Abroad," is the editor of
Newsweek International and hosts the new PBS program
"Foreign Exchange."
President Ron Thomas described Zakaria as "one of the
most intelligent and informed political commentaries in
the world today."
Zakaria structured his lecture on what kind of world
we are living in today and how it will be in the future.
He asked this fundamental question referring tb the
suicide bombings: Why would someone kill themselves?
Zakaria explained that we can understand why people
kill others but we do not know why people kill themselves. He gave possible answers like religion the
clash of civilizations. But he explained that it is iit the
world of Islam, it is the Arab world. ,
;'There.•are roots of conflict that ciatetsgt years ego
that are still presenting themselves as problems now,"
Zakaria said.
In 1950, the Arab world was freshly decolonized and
hopeful for the future, especially in Egypt. Everyone
wanted to modernize the Arab world. But unfortunately,
the state controlled the economy and it failed, resulting in
poverty, stagnation and corruption.
Instead of correcting the problem, oil was discovered.
While everyone else was changing their economy and
structure, the Arab world discovered that they could make
money by selling oil. This caused economic and political
retardation, which was the heart of stagnation in the Arab

Al

world.
Zakaria also described a problem called "youth
bulge." 70 percent of the Arab world is 25 years old or
younger.
"These young men cannot find jobs and they do not
have a political voice. If they want these things, their
only solution is to go to a mosque," Zakaria said.
Mosques are the only thing that regimes cannot shut
down because they are highly organized and wellfunded. The fusion of politics and religion presents a
problem.
Since the United States is the most powerful government in the world, we can change and help the
Middle East.
"Bush correctly argued that the problem is the
absence of freedom. His solution, however, was
wrong," Zakaria said.
Democracy would help the situation in the Middle
East, butit is hard to achieve.
Zakaria explained the Bush administration's solution as -the "Silver Bullet Theory." Once the "bad guy"
is killed, the problem will be solved. Unfortunately, the
ro em'-intlie-MiddIMrniuch more complex than
that.
Zakaria offered two solutions to the problems in the
Arab world: obtain security and decrease sectarian policy.
Zakaria explained that the absence of security
means the absence of everything one would like to
achieve.
"The government must control the governed and be
able to control itself. Clearly, the regimes cannot govern its
people nor itself," Zakaria said.
The second solution, decrease sectarian policy, means
abolishing the strong divide between religion and ethnic

EASEL DOES IT
Check out the works from the
Trimble Art reception...
page 11

Jones Gallery
proves popular

,Allyson Feeney/ ASUPS Photo Services

STRIKE AN 'ART APPRECIATION' POSE —
Many students flocked to the ground floor of Jones to
look at the works submitted in the student art contest.

thought.
"They're (the Arab world) voting on religious and ethnic lines, which is creating a strong division and they cannot live with one another," Zakaria said.
Although there are many problems with the riddle
East, Zakaria argued that there is a bright side.

See ZAKARIA page 4

UPS alum speaks of
bringing joy to work
By Lan Nguyen

News Writer
UPS alumni Dennis Bakke had two passions: to create the most fun workplace
in human history and to teach the world the real purpose of large organizations.
And after co-founding his own corporation and publishing a renowned book
called "Joy at Work," it can be said that he has fulfilled his passions.
Alumni and students filled the Ramsussen Rotunda on April 19 to listen to
Bakke's speak on the history of his company and how, as its co-founder and longtime CEO, he "challenged the business establishment with revolutionary ideas
that could remake America's organizations."
Bakke was introduced by President Ronald Thomas, who cited Bakke's major
accomplishments during his time at the University of Puget Sound. President
Thomas also called Bakke a man who has "brought joy, as well as worked for it."
He urged the audience to purchase a copy of Bakke's book, which he deemed as
"excellent."
J'If you've read (the book), you know that it is. If you haven't, you must,"
President Thomas said.
During his time at UPS, Bakke was an all-star on campus, involved in a variety of activities including the honors program and football. Since he graduated in
1968, he has established a $1.7 million scholarship at the University of Puget
Sound, under the Bakke Scholars Program. The Bakke Scholars program is
awarded to gifted Christian students who are academically talented and exhibit
;leadership capabilities and experiences through school, community or church
'activities.
When describing his college years, Bakke spoke nostalgically of his football

See BAKKE page 2

Pacer supports Kids Can Do
By Michelle Webster

News Writer
It's time again for the annual UPS Puget Pacer, but this year festivities will begin an
evening earlier when six bands take the stage in a Battle of the Bands dubbed "UNSIGNED."
On April 29, six bands will compete for an eight-hour recording session with Drift
Recording.
Tickets are $3 and the Rotunda's doors open at 7:30 p.m. Bands in the running are
Handshakes, S.V.S., Thugboat and Big Nasty. Propa Godz will be performing as well.
This additional event was designed and put together by Sophomore Nicole Shanahan, a
Community Involvement and Action Center events coordinator.
"UNSIGNED" was created to raise money that will go directly towards Food Salvage and
Kids Can Do!.
"This year especially, I felt that there was an outstanding amount of musical talent on
campus," Shanahan said. "It will be a great chance to view our UPS bands at their best, while
putting money into two really great student service programs."
On April 30, the Puget Pacer will follow up Friday's festivities with fun on Peyton Field.
Registration for the three big events ends at 8:30 am Saturday morning. These morning
events will be filled with music as well; a DJ will provide the jams.
Three courses will be held, including the Kid's one-mile fun run, the 5K run and the 5K
walk, all of which are wheelchair accessible.
Great prizes are to be won at this event as well, such as free dinner tickets (not to the
SUB), a custom vintage clock and a Southwest ticket to any destination for the biggest
fundraiser.
This year's theme is "Super Hero" and best-dressed members will be handsomely
rewarded, so do not forget to get garbed out.
Ten years ago this event was started by Jackie Pearce-Droge, the director of the CIAC on
campus.
This fundraiser is meant to support the mentoring program Kids Can Do!, which functions wholly on student participation.

See UNSIGNED page 4
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ACLU representative discusses drug policy
By Seth Doherty

News Writer
On April 21, 11 University of Puget Sound students and
12 community members gathered in McIntyre Hall to hear
Andy Ko, Director of Drug Policy Reform Project for the
ACLU of Washington, lecture on the topic, "Curing
America's Drug Problem: Protecting Civil Liberties with
Smart Policy" The lecture was sponsored by ACLU-UPS
and ACLU-Pierce County.
Ko began by explaining a brief history of drug policy.
He explained that when many drugs were introduced to
the U.S., they were often associated with a certain ethnic
group.
For example, the Opium Exclusion Act was targeted
and enforced only on the Chinese population.
Drugs were mostly only controlled in the form of regulations of Interstate Commerce. It was not until 1970 that
the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control
Act was passed.
Ko explained how 25 percent of people in state prisons
are there for nonviolent drug offenses. This frequency
causes the United States to have, per capita, the highest
level of incarceration in the world.
From a civil liberties standpoint, the war on drugs raises a series of issues. An individual's home can be searched

with no complaining witness. The basis of many searches
are drug-sniffing dogs. Ko raised the question of why a
drug-sniffing dog does not count as a search.
He added that when the police pull over cars, it has
been found that they are more likely to ask Hispanic and
African-American drivers for a consent search than they
are to ask Caucasian drivers. Ko explained that the irony
of this profiling is that drug use is proportional by race
and that individuals are shown to usually purchase their
drugs from people of the same race and social class. Even
though Seattle is eight percent African-American and
seven percent Hispanic, 80 percent of drugs arrests by
police busts are of members from these two groups.
Another issue Ko raised was whether or not schools
should have the right to randomly drug test students,
something they currently have the right to do.
Ko also made a connection between the 13th
Amendment (which abolished slavery) and imprisonment.
"I don't know how I would argue this in court, but
when I see a prison, I think slavery" he said.
Ko's next point was the public harm caused by the war
on drugs. 40 to 50 billion dollars are spent on the war on
drugs. Ko argued that it is cheaper to treat users than
incarcerate them. He also argued that it corrupted law
enforcement and led to more crime.

Ko explained that there was a good deal of personal
harm caused by the war on drugs as well.
Being convicted of possessing methamphetamine can
steal 10 years from a person's life. One can lose their welfare and food stamps from the Federal government
because of a drug conviction. Washington overturned a
similar law last year. Students can lose government loans.
Property can be seized. In many states, including
Washington, an individual convicted of a felony cannot
vote until after they have paid their fines or done their
community service.
Many of these penalties impoverish society, thus leading more people into crime.
Ko ended by suggesting an alternative, based on the
idea that people can make their own choices about their
bodies and that only those who harm others should be
punished.
He suggested that the government could regulate and
tax drugs. It could keep track of individuals' use and help
those who abuse drugs.
Ko also believed that proper education about drugs
would be necessary so that individuals could knowledgeably make their own choices. This, Ko believed, would be
the smart policy to solve America's drug policy.
.

Continued from page 1
love, which are not attributes that society normally link
with companies.
"It's not something you see on the Apprentice," Bakke
said.
Bakke hopes to start a revolution with his book, for
both bosses and those who feel that they are unhappily
stuck in their job.
According to a
book review on
Amazon. com, "Joy
...he 'challenged the
at Work" goes
business establishment
beyond the standard business tale,
with revolutionary
though:
Bakke
ideas that could
believes in moral
remake America's
values as ends in
organizations'.
themselves, as
— Dennis Bakke
opposed to means
UPS Alumni and author
towards the end of
greater financial
return, and he's not
afraid to say it.
A number of authors in recent years have made the
case that companies which embody humanistic values,
and which nurture uplifting cultures, come to house happier, more productive employees. "Values" should be
embraced, the argument goes, because they lead to better
business results. Bakke shuns such thinking.
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Seth Doherty wants to live in the sea of green in our yellow
submarine.

Bakke
days — Bakke holds the school record of being the first to
score a touchdown at Baker Stadium. He also noted his
mentor, retired Professor Bob Albertson, who was also
there to see Bakke's lecture.
After talking about his days at UPS, Bakke began his
lecture with the history of his road to success. After founding AES in 1981, and serving as its president and CEO
from 1994 to 2002, Bakke made a commitment to making
work enjoyable.
Through AES, a worldwide energy giant with 40,000
employees in 31 countries and revenues of $8.6 billion,
Bakke sought to make his vision a reality. Bakke believed
that from custodian to CEO, every employee has the
"power to use his or her God-given talents free of needless
corporate bureaucracy."
Although a self-proclaimed capitalist, Bakke explained
that to achieve joy in the workplace, businesses need to
recognize that making money should not be a goal. Bakke
recognizes the importance of making money as an entrepreneur, but he argued that the people that the company
serves should be what propels companies to strive for
excellence.
Bakke cited major difference between AES and Enron,
saying that "they sent their pdople out to conquer the
world, while we sent our people out to serve the world."
Bakke also said that he does not believe in the management of people, and that all employees should be their
own leaders. Rather, a company should have humility and
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He wants "values" for values' sake — because he
believes they are an integral part of the human experience,
and one that daily work should incorporate. He argues
that financial return is only one good alongside others. As
Bakke writes at one point in "Joy at Work": "Why should
enriching shareholders be more important than producing
quality products and selling them to customers at fair
prices?"
Bakke's book has not only received acclaim from those
in the business sector.
Of the book, President Bill Clinton said it is "a timely
and inspiring book that challenges us to rethink the purpose of business in society. It is all the more important
because Dennis Bakke's personal life mirrors the principles he advocates."
At the end of the lecture, Bakke took questions from the
audience, tackling questions ranging from unions to his
most fun decision.
Bakke went in-depth on his views on unions, saying
that they prevent workers from being "one" with the cornpany, which is what Bakke believes companies shoilld
strive for. Although AES allows their employees to unionize, Bakke said that most of his employees don't feel the
need to.
And finally, for old time sake, Bakke ended the lecture
by putting on his old football jersey — Number 12.

Lan Nguyen plans on dressing up as the Chiquita banana
lady for Halloween this year.

Tamanawas
is now on
sale!
$10 for
seniors
$30 for all
other students
Pick them
up in the
ASUPS
office or the
WSC lobby
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Not. Ready for
the LSAT?
Urn Steven Klein. LSAT specialist. Fout teen years and
3000 students later I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test. or how to teach
It than I do. 'Mies why I still
teach my own classes. That's
w,11 you should call me.
lbf y nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
eekly help sessions and five
muck exams for the reasonable
e of $995
I can answer any LSAT ques
tion Let me prose it. Call now
fur a free seminar:
524-4915
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Wrestler's lecture lacked attendance
By Brandon Lueken
News Writer
In the second to last ASUPS lecture of the year, audiences were smaller than expected for best-selling author
and former professional wrestler, Mick Foley.
Foley, who has wrestled on and off for the past few
years, and focused more on his career as an author, lectured primarily on his experiences as an author.
He drew on a variety of experiences as a wrestler, but
also his travels abroad — including Japan, Thailand and
Africa to provide a surprisingly worldly and eloquent lecture.
Unfortunately, the attendance of the lecture was less
than stellar, with the occupancy rate hovering around 100
people or so. Foley took the opportunity to make light of
it by consistently referencing the small number present.
This came just a few weeks after B-movie star Bruce
Campbell nearly sold out Schneebeck Concert Hall and
had a two-hour book signing.
But of those fans that came to see Foley, many of them
took advantage of a book and other miscellany signing,
which included t-shirts and the occasional sock — an
inside joke for wrestling fans, which involved one of
Foley's characters Mankind removing a sock puppet from
his pants, putting it on and forcing it down his opponent's
throat.
Senior Alex Bernhardt, the head of ASUPS lectures,

managed to get Foley — although originally he wanted
him for April 29, as opposed to April 26.
"There was some problem aligning schedules, but
that's usually typical when dealing with lectures — trying
to find premium space for them to lecture in," Bernhardt
said.
Despite the audience, Bernhardt noted his potential as
a speaker.
"He's a best selling author — with memoirs, children's
books and a work of fiction titled "Tietam Brown." He's
remarkably diverse and interesting. I'm curious as to what
he has to say," Bernhardt said.
And while many people might have not shown up to
this lecture, that is not indicative of how lectures have
been attended this year.
Last year, Ron Jeremy came to UPS and this year
included Leonard Pitts Jr., as well as Foley and Campbell.
The series will end on May 2, with Jennifer Finney Boylan,
a transgender author.
With each year, the budget has increased for the lectures department, this year receiving more than last, and
ASUPS recently allocated an even bigger increase to newly
appointed lecture programmer junior Megan Buscho.
"Expect to see more marquee and interesting names in
the future," Bernhardt said.
But setting up these marquee lectures is not easy.
"There's a lot of shopping involved," Bernhardt said.
There are several agent websites that are devoted sole-

ly to managing lecturers on the lecture circuit and hire
them out. Even a lecture from former president Bill
Clinton can be arranged for a fee — of 100,000 dollars.
There is no overarching search feature; instead the lecture programmer has to search through these talent agencies and then see the possibility of getting that person to
come to campus. This involves heavy logistics like what
venues are open at what times — prime territory like
Schneebeck Concert Hall being under heavy use by the
music program and opera in the spring.
Also, an estimated amount of ticket sales has to be
negotiated. Then comes the problem of people getting
people arises.
Sometimes travel and hotels are arranged by the agencies, some times they are not, which means more work for
the programmer — having to arrange hotel, transportation
to and from, and then plane flights and possible signing
times among other things.
Often times though, the programmer gets to meet and
have a personal chat with the lecturer.
"Getting to know them, schmoozing — that's the best
part of the job," Bernhardt said.
The last ASUPS lecture is Jennifer Finney Boyland,
transgendered author, sponsored by diversity theme year.
She will be on campus May 2, in Kilworth Chapel at 7:30
pm. Tickets are available now at the Info Center.
Brandon Lueken still has his authentic Mankind costume
from the good ol' days.

Check out progress of Thompson Hall!
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These photos represent a few samples from a series taken by
Nick Kiest. Kiest has taken a photo of the renovation site each
week since construction began to give the campus a visual of the
progress thus far.
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Chocolate event will be a real treat •
By Tara Horn

News Writer
Chocolate expert Mark Canizaro is scheduled to make
a visit to the University of Puget Sound on May 2, following a two day celebration of chocolate that will begin May
1 with the showing of "Like Water For Chocolate" in
Trimble Forum at 8:30 p.m.
Canizaro's portion of the program will commence May
2 in the Murray Boardroom from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. It
will consist of a presentation about the history, biology,
social and political story of chocolate, as well as a chocolate tasting. Tickets have already sold out, however all are
welcome to listen to the presentation.
The event was organized by the Trimble RCC's, Andrea
Magee and Amy Corcoran. They discovered Canizaro
through two public tastings he recently did in Seattle.
Canizaro is renowned for his knowledge of one of the
most tasty commodities known to the modern and ancient
world alike.
"We thought it would be a fun, wacky thing for the end
of the year ... and who doesn't like chocolate?" Magee
said.
Who doesn't like chocolate? As Canizaro's website
reveals, many people don't actually know what chocolate
tastes like.
Milk chocolate, for example, is actually less that 30%
chocolate. Essentially, it is made primarily of sugar, thus
constituting itself as milk-chocolate-candy, not chocolate.
White chocolate fails to qualify as chocolate as well. This
wide spread economy is in fact very misunderstood.

"Today the taste that most people associate with chocolate springs primarily from the vanilla and other spices
mixed with the chocolate. Cocoa Butter has yielded to flavored forms of vegetable shortening, and now people
ingest real
chocolate in
such minute
quantities that
most of the
"We thought it would be
narcotic effect
has been sacria fun, wacky thing for the
ficed to the
end of the year...And who
sugar rush that
doesn't like chocolate?"
substitutes for
— Andrea Magee
it," Jack
Trimble RCC
Weatherford,
chocolate connoisseur, said.
Canizaro
knows what
real chocolate
tastes like though. He has sampled over 140 chocolate bars
since 1997, and has rated them for their worth. This ranking is available on his website, www.xcoatl.org .
His website details the rankings, as well as the history
of chocolate. Among other topics, caffeine (or the sugar
found in the majority of chocolate people recognize as
actually being chocolate) versus the theobromine found in
real chocolate can be found as well.
Theobromine is gentle, with long lasting effects and
slow onset. It's a mild antidepressant, increasing a feeling

Zakaria

Continued from page 1

"Hussein's regime was one of the worst tyran- against them. They cannot be struggling against our
nies and ending that in itself is a feat," Zakaria said. imposition," Zakaria said.
Zakaria argued that modernization is probably
Zakaria ended his lecture by stating that since
the best solution.
the US is the richest country, we should focus on
"Economic, social, and political modernization is poverty in less developed countries.
important. We also need to create awareness and
"For our own self-interests, we should change
educate the people concerning relations between this to make the world better now and in the future.
men and women in order for women to have a voice One billion people live on under one dollar a day
in society," Zakaria said.
and we have the ability to change that," Zakaria
Zakaria also explained that the US should put an said.
emphasis on engaging in the struggle with the
• Chelsea Taylor can't wait to go home to get a nice
Middle East and find local allies there.
golden tan.
"The Middle East cannot feel that the US is

Classifieds
Professional Couple w/two young children looking to rent/care for house
in the North End during the summer while our house is being remodeled. 253.677-6604

of well-being, without any withdrawal symptoms since it
is not addictive.
Caffeine, on the other hand, as many know, may
increase alertness, but its rapid dissipation makes this
effect short and intense, increasing emotional stress. It is
also very physically addictive leading to withdrawal
symptoms. When you see this break-down of facts, in the
battle between real chocolate versus chocolate, candy is no
contest at all.
Canizaro has also looked at chocolate's connection with
love. He concludes that while the cacao used to make real
chocolate has never actually been proven to be an aphrodisiac, theobromide leads to a state of physical and mental
relaxation, which could actually promote sexual interest.
Further, because chocolate is something people 'treat'
themselves with, that feeling of treating yourself could
bring on an aphrodisiac effect.
Lastly, chocolate's history has long associated it with
love and sex. So whether or not chocolate is a scientifically proven aphrodisiac, for the sake of tradition, take a bite
of chocolate and fall in love or just a little lust. Even if it is
just with the chocolate bar itself.
Canizaro is looking forward to the on campus chocolate tasting almost as much as many are looking forward
to actually tasting the chocolate. It is sure to be an informational presentation for chocolate enthusiasts, and even
if you do not have tickets for the actual tasting, you're
encouraged to come and listen to the presentation, and at
least smell some real chocolate.

UNSIGNED

Continued from page 1 0

Every week, kids around ages seven to 14 pair up with UPS students to spend time doing fun, educational activities together and as
friends.
"Puget Pacer is the one fundraiser that raises money every year to
support the activities that bring so much joy to the kids," Shanahan
said.
The year-long planning was greatly helped by lead coordinator
Ryan Dumm and supporting coordinators Peter Crowe, Nicole
Shanahan and Gina Linberg.
More than half of the CIAC officers will be unable to continue next
year due to graduation or study abroad plans, so concerned, willful
students are wanted to fill these positions.
Anyone interested in making a real difference in the Tacoma community is more than welcome to fill the spots.
See you all at "UNSIGNED" and Puget Pacer!

Michelle Webster wants to congratulate fellow roommate Nicoah on getting her summer gofer internship! YAY !

•
The Perfect Cramming
Snack:

SUMMER CAMP JOBS for men and women. Hidden Valley Camp
(Granite Falls, WA) needs resident staff (6/18/05-8/26/05).
Room/Board/Salary. Positions include: Counselors, lifeguards, drivers,
kitchen staff, program staff and more. Spend your summer in a beautiful
setting while in worthwhile employment. Contact us by phone: (425)8448896 or e-mail: hiddenvalleycamp@earthlink.net for more information.

Double Apple, Mango,
Melon, Peach, Ras in*" yl
Honey, Aratietbffee, Grape,
PinefApple, Cappuccino,
Strawberry, Cherry

Needed - a math tutor for the summer. One hour a day. Eleven year old
student. Easy walk to campus. Must be responsible and interested in
teaching. Fee is negotiable. If interested e-mail Kathy at
thescold40@hotmail.com or page Tony at (253)759-6381.

•

Tara Horn was ecstatic that Starbucks introduced their
"drinking chocolate" to its menu.

Daylight basement apartment available for rent to a quiet student. Full
kitchen, washer and dryer. Close to campus. $500/moth, all utilities and
cable TV included. Call (253) 572-2489 for more info.
3218 S. Melrose St.

Family seeking summer childcare for 2 children ages 9 and 10 years old.
Start in June, working hours 8am - 5:30pm Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday. Must have a driver's license, insurance and CPR Training.
Please Contact Ian Warren if interested at 988-1463

•

•

•

Got Shisha?
L3rastic Plastic
4

Summer jobs at Mt. Rainier, WA!
Seasonal job opportunities are available with Rainier Mountaineering,
Inc., America's premiere mountain guide service. We desire qualified
seasonal staff to join our experienced team. Positions include Moilatain
Guides, Cooks, Shuttle Drivers, Retail Sales and Rentals. Detailed information can be found at: www.rmiguides.com or call 888-892-462.
Classified ads are an inexpensive way to reach the campus. To place a
classified ad in the Trail, email it as an attachment to trailads@ups.edu

- 6 Blocks from Campus
3005 6th Ave, Next to
Subway
Mon.-Sat. 11-6
(253) 272-2886

•
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Spreading some SUB loving
a

Who is your ideal
graduation speaker?

"We need a transvestite, Rupaul."
Anna 0.
Senior

•

•

"Any Chi.
Pledge, active,
alum. Any Chi."
Ian Courtnage

Senior

"Billy Collins, tw
time poet laureate."
Sarah Borsten
Sophomore

"Noam
Chompsky."
Greg Moore

Junior

By Erin Goldsmith
Student Life Editor
As the end of the school year approaches (only three
more days of classes!), we should all take a moment
amidst our excitement for the summer internships,
travels and laziness to appreciate what we have here at
UPS, because we'll be without it for the next three
months — and for some four hundred graduating seniors, forever.
Sure you will talk to your friends over the summer,
but what about the parts of the University that you
can't take with you? Take a moment to appreciate the
lush greenery canvassing our campus; the high-speed
Internet connection; the comfy couches in the library
(bring a pillow to score a quiet, roommate-free naptime); the complimentary "USA Today" and "New
York Times" — and needless to say, "The Trail" — distributed in Wheelock; head over to the Thompson construction zone after hours (preferably inebriated), click
your heels three
times, and you'll
be back at the
fountain. But
what is it that UPS
students constantly fail to realize
will be most dearly missed? The
SUB food.
Yes,
that's
Pilot Courtesy www.ups.edu
THAT SUB IS LOOKING
right, I said it.
MIGHTY FINE—a landscape
We're going to
view of the eatery.
miss the SUB.
Before you guffaw
and throw this
paper down, realize that I am one of you. I, too, constantly lament about the SUB food (at the very least
once a day — even on the days I don't eat there), but we
need to realize we have a pretty sweet deal.
First of all, the SUB allows us to continue to avoid
another looming aspect of the real world, cooking.
And cleaning dishes — okay, and let's be honest, we
don't even have to clear the table after a meal in the
SUB. At other universities and colleges, students are
only offered a couple of meal choices a day, given limited hours to get food, and certainly do not receive —
or expect — the specialties with which we Loggers are
spoiled.
The UPS dining and conference services offers
seven stations, a salad bar and multiple beverage choices almost everyday (it's no secret that the weekend
menu could use a little improvement). We are given
the opportunity to submit questions and comments
(see below). The menus are even posted online.

Throughout
the
past semester there
have been new
additions to the
SUB. Joining the
likes of the wellreceived
Pacific
Rim
Thursday
night dinner special
The Trail/Erin Goldsmith
is Casa Ortega's
HUNGRY? TELL THEM!—
Tuesday lunch speComment board equipped with
cial featuring dishes
sheets and responses is located
like quesadillas, above the popsicle cooler.
enchiladas and fish
tacos.
"I definitely like those. The SUB is getting less old,"
Sophomore Laurel Bandy commented on the new
lunch specials,
Other students are questioning what happened to
Full Fare's Tuesday night Soul Food dinner. While
advertisements are still posted on SUB walls, rumor
has it that the weekly special has been terminated, only
to come back on "ethnic" holidays like Martin Luther
King Jr. Day and ... well, that's probably it.
While Steve Davis, Manager of Dining and
Conference Services, was not able to confirm rumors at
printing time, apparently the dinner special was cut
due to low popularity among the student body. But
come on, who doesn't like cornbread?As a student who
rarely looks forward to dinner at the SUB, I always
make a point of checking out Soul Food Tuesday.
Another new addition to the SUB is the nutritional
facts posted at each station. Clearly a response to the
carb-counting craze of the 21st century, the postings
leave some students skeptical. "I just don't think that
the nutritional facts are realistic or true," junior Kelly
Markin commented .
Still not satisfied with the SUB despite these additions? (Yeah, me neither). Take a few minutes to fill
out a comment card where the motto is "If we don't
take care of the customer. .. .somebody else will." Even
if your comment fails to result in any action (don't hold
your breath), your comment will surely illicit an oddly
entertaining response from Dining and Conference
Services.
Continuing students, try to enjoy or at least tolerate
these last few meals at the SUB — remember: Mom's
cooking is only a couple weeks away! Seniors, if you
still eat at the SUB, remember, "you don't know what
yo'uve got 'till it's gone."
Erin Goldsmith would like to clarify that she always
clears her plates in the SUB. Do you?

SUB comment board:
"Abe Lincoln.
'Cuz how cool
would that be?"
Alex Bernhardt

•

Senior

Your comment, Their response
Aor.>
Comment : Td■hy aLeof aiming e
Comment : Cre word, Yaw!
Response: W'11, tlecia Yortto in tte
(NIT. Brtifyuneattioho, vrEl.,e
f3and thatPiatss bae re sEr Acills
art tad to pillap Cas a atega.

"Shane Battier, my
favorite Duke player, or Mike
Krzyzewki, Duke
coach."
Andrea Banducci

Comment : Batcut safe RIFE lam.
Thanks

Response: Bit ttey wale. 01,
trey w i 1m

Sophomore

•

•

"Dave Berry."
Greg Bell
Freshman

The Campus Pulse is by sophomore Erin Goldsmith

•

Jg

This is r idin urn u, ad Tan vEr y trsst I tag.
ezn gst a s andwithat 9 pn!

Response: Ycu cculd gat cre at 8:55 .

Comment: Cal yru please rut jab cn
tte s alad bar soacy nicfit (toe rad kind)
at pease! Marks

Response : altIlice green! It rratcles
tte peal
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Life is best lived as an amateur
By Bobby Farrington

hard-pressed to look at myself except in the
Opinions Writer
vague and darkened tint of windows, usualin
ly at night. That is, heartbreaking self-reflecbobby's tion is boring and hard. I hate it. It's painful
It's a dangerous thing, running
backwards. Frank O'Hara, the great
to dig down into the mossy underbelly of
world
poet, once wrote, "If someone's chasyour past and see where you've been, what
ing you down the street with a knife
you've learned and what you've done, in
you just run, you don't turn around
the half-hearted hope of seeing where
and shout, 'Give it up! I was a track star for Mineola you're going. Essential to the preservation and growth of
Prep!" Do you understand? It's easy to trip when you're
self, yes, but hard nonetheless. It would be different if I
not looking forwards, but that's what this article is doing:
were good at it. If I could, like Marty McFly in Back to the
running backwards with its head stretched and reaching Future, use the past to propel or push the future.
towards the last four years. But I'll do that sometimes. Run
Let me put it badly: Marty McFly succeeded because he
awkwardly, I mean. Like when I'm drunk and I start run- was an amateur. When he strummed the first uneven
ning down an empty street for no reason other than TO
chords to "Earth Angel" at the Under the Sea Dance, they
GET THE HELL OUT OF THERE and I'm staring at my were sparse and unflattering. That is, he wasn't very profeet all the while, just to make sure they're really moving.
fessional. But everything worked out for Marty (he got the
It's my fault, really, because it was my idea. This girl, and continued to exist in space and time), and maybe
"best of issue, which is as wholly unoriginal as, say, fake that's the secret to success: amateurism and the gross lack
boobs or network television, was born out of my needy of seriousness that accompanies it. For all people, amaneed for closure. Is "closure" the ugly cousin to a "happy
teurism, or a distinct lack of professionalism in any conending?" I think so. With the cumulus clouds of gradua- text, is vital and valid to a worthwhile existence. Whether
tion fast rolling in, I needed to think about my time here
in school or relationships or your future life, be uncouth
and grasp at some sort of conclusion, as if this were a story.
and rough around the edges. Amateurism breeds a real
Honestly, the last four years have thankfully been the best
love for what you do, in a concrete way that being a proof my life. I watch myself in the third person quite often —
fessional only seems to stifle and smother. Amateurism is
as the dorky hero of my own nonfiction — and the last a different color and different type of freedom. When a
four years of my life read quite well. I learned how to man decides to act after taking thought — professional,
drink (sort of — I almost died), made lifelong friends
serious, limiting thought — that is one of the most difficult
(some of whom hit me quite often) and, finally, tricked a things of all. Amateurism allows for mistakes, which, to
lovely, beautiful girl into liking me. Oh, and I went to class
me, is beautiful.
(on what is sometimes called "Wednesday"). Where is
Perhaps I will establish a center, or even a movement,
John Hughes when you need him? My life as a stupid, for amateurs. I had this idea when I was having lunch at
teenage coming of age movie. One should be so lucky.
school, a day on which I was feeling very strongly about
But being shy as a young man (and I still am), I am many wonderful people (I will pour out liquor for you). I

Britney's bundle of joy
instills fear in the masses

went to the library and felt that I would miss it. I didn't
want to lose it. But then I remembered my love for amateurs and the center I would create, and knew that amateurism creates a sense of "unless." Your first car crash,
your first time drinking, the first time you visited the
school, these are things, for good or bad, that are
unloseable. You can't forget them because they are simple
and free, in the way amateurs prefer to live their lives.
These are some things I will not lose or forget. Not
all, but some: the lawlessness of T /P third floor, Whistler,
C.C.C. and the third-floor girls, my roommate Art, puking
in the water fountain, the stairwell in T / P, vodka, the
older kids, the Midnight Breakfast, Liam and the security
guards, the Arboretum, fungus and Bruce Lee, all the
freshman weirdness, 8th and Washington, my 1611
brethren from the old days, Crystal Mountain, young
women in the living room, midnight love, the formation of
Unicorns, peeing in the hallway, Vantage, the Rail, Uncle's
house in Telluride, reading the paper and a girl in the SUB,
more Midnight Breakfasts, throwing forks at B.C.A.,
Beirut with E, 30th and Warner, Vegas and Spear's lap
dance, the Rail again, a little place called Aspen, Fern
Gully and the Redwoods, first night back, the infamous
Contest, the coast, 1611 reformed, friends gone, mustard
and fire extinguishers with D.B., sitting in the arbo and
L.J.S, Magoo's, Salmon Beach, absinthe, the upper coast,
Aspen and the Unicorn headquarters, galleries, KUPS, Jeff
and facilities, the funk and no-pants parties, Eugene and
so much more that has been blurred and muted with time.
I would like to give much love, thanks, and peace to
all the little boys and girls that I have come to know and
love at the University of Puget Sound. Thank you.
If Bobby could give a thumb up, he'd give it to this year's no-

drama Senior Theatre Festival, because he he likes to keep his
drama separate from his drama.

•
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Thumb

She's, like, having a
baby and that's, like,
way gross, not to
mention disturbing

having children was a natural
right of man, but in actuality it
shock
is truly a unique American
ideal.
and
State-sponsored populaawe
tion control is as old as civilization itself. The book of
Exodus, for instance, records
By Chris Van Vechten
an event in Egyptian history
Opinions Writer
when the Pharaoh decreed that every male born
to the Israelites be put to death in order to preWhile standing in a stagnant, so-called
vent their people from becoming too numerous.
"express" line at Safeway last week, I noticed a
series of check-out stand magazines all blaring Today, of course, the largest and most infamous
country to implement state-regulated population
the same headline story: "Britney Spears is pregnant!" My knee-jerk reaction was one of horror growth is China, whose government is rumored
— how could this have been allowed to happen? to have murdered 500,000 infant girls since
Why didn't anyone try to stop it? For the love of implementing its "One Child Policy" in 1979.
God, would somebody consider the welfare of Most other countries have significantly more
the child? Then I got to thinking about whether humane policies regarding population control —
but policies do exist.
there should be a law
Regardless, the hard fact is
requiring women to registhat
in the eyes of many people,
ter with the government
having children is a privilege,
before they are allowed to
My knee-jerk reaction
not a right, and I think there is
breed.
was one of horror ... why
some merit to that argument
Section one, page one of
didn't anyone try to stop it?
outside
of population control. I
the 2004-2005 Oregon
don't
think
everyone should be a
Driver's Manual clearly
parent.
states that "driving is a
Having children is not only a
privilege, not a right." In
huge
responsibility,
it's also a momentous chalshort, one cannot receive or maintain a driver's
lenge
that
not
everyone
is qualified to meet.
license without adhering to the government's
However, I shudder when I consider what
strict rules of the road.
nightmare standards our government could set
Yet, if the government feels that a driving a
to determine who is and is not "qualified" to
car is dangerous enough for it to determine who
is qualified to do so, how can it simultaneously raise children. Just imagining how politicians
could manipulate such a system for their own
ignore the widespread, unsupervised baby-makulterior purposes fills me with terror and images
ing in America? Think about it, which is a greater
responsibility: owning and operating a car or reminiscent of the Holocaust.
So while I expect Britney's kid to be f""d up
bearing and raising a child? In other words,
when he or she comes of age, I nonetheless salute
should children be a right or a privilege?
Although we interpret our Constitution as and celebrate the freedom this princess of pop
has chosen to exercise. Way to go, Brit! You're a
granting us such rights as free speech and beartrue patriot of procreation.
ing arms, nowhere do we have an amendment
Sophomore Chris Van Vechten once pushed a kid in
ceding to us the right of unrestricted procreation.
a wheelchair down a hill, but just for an experiment.
I suppose our founding fathers just assumed that

Our View of life on campus

Garlic fries at Safeco Field. Mmm, delicious.

Melted toothbrushes on a Sunday morning.

Midnight Breakfast mayhem.

Conspicuous absenece of Click & Clack on
the comme_trcement speaker short list.

•

•

Fareed Zakaria lecture.

Thieving bastards.

•
Beautiful dancing, hot Hawaiians and
delicious food at the Lu'au

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all 7.3,-tersto
respond to artides or important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Columns and letters in the Opinion :section are
printed at the discretion of the editorial board. The Trail reserves the right to refuse anything that is rutted for publication. Letters must be signed with a full name and phone number, should contain fewer thaVkdwords and are due
no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be e-mailed to trailCqups.edu or delivereVi-rough the mail to Campus
Mailbox 1095.

Rising humidity ... curly hair everywhere is dying.

4.114*.a.11.4111,
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For Best Cramming Results
Keep The Midnight
Charcoal Burning
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Is the liberal arts experience
becoming obsolete?
But when it comes to programming I'm a total novice. And
resident
when it comes to engineering, I
philosopher am, again, a total novice. I'm pretThe end is upon us. The library
ty confident that much of the stuis starting to see forms of life
king
dent population fits this descripagain, as people begin to cram its
tion as well. Some may suggest
every nook trying to study for
that I just take a computer protests or finish those final projects.
Ask anyone on campus and they'll tell you, "Man, I gramming class and shut my mouth, but that isn't
wish I could just, like, fast-forward three weeks." much of as solution to my conundrum. At the heart of
this problem is the very liberal arts curriculum itself.
And that sentiment is met with a resounding,
In my opinion, the liberal arts education is nearing
"Amen!"
the end of its natural life. Many of the disciplines
But as a collegian, I've come to realize that summer isn't the free-loving, carefree time I remember being taught to us in the classroom are irrelevant in
from my days in high school. As a collegian, you're today's job market. Dissenting opinion will argue
expected to work pretty much the whole summer otherwise, saying that our broad background prethrough. That's not to say I didn't work in high pares us for a breadth of different jobs. But my rebutschool, because I did. But I didn't work five days a tal to this assertion is that our education is so general
week, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. It wasn't a full-time devo- that it is, in fact, becoming a virtual impossibility to
get a decent job straight out of college. Hence, our
tion, you know. It was a just a way to make a few
broad background is useless
bucks. I think you know what
because it can't even be put to use
I'm saying.
I don't have a job.
But as I've also come to realIn my opinion, the liberal
For those of you who aren't seeize that those of us who aren't
arts education is nearing the
ing eye-to-eye with me right now,
currently at least juniors will
end of its natural life. Many
have a helluva a time finding an
here's some more proof. My asserof the disciplines being
tion that the liberal arts education is
internship. Why? Well I still
taught to us in the classroom
haven't figured that out yet. This
not beneficial for students in today's
are irrelevant in today's job
market is not my original creation
is my best guess: first of all,
market.
internships are pretty scarce —
it is something a professor here at
UPS told me! That's right, this blasespecially in this market. Second,
phemous claim came from a person
it seems that companies prefer to
on the inside, a person whose livelihood relies on this
take on juniors for internships in the hope that these
school's continuation. So don't write me off as a
trained people might return to work with the company after graduation.
pissed-off kid, trying to blow some smoke up your
ass. This problem is real, and if you haven't experiAs my little tag line below will tell you, I'm a
sophomore here at UPS, which means I'm in the enced it firsthand you will soon enough. It's a sobering thought, but it's something I thought should be
aforementioned portion of the student population
brought before the campus community.
that is too old for a job at a summer camp, but too
Maybe it will provoke some discussion on the
young for an internship.
But beyond my lacking age requirements, I also topic, or maybe it'll just piss everyone off. Whatever
the outcome, I'm still without a job so if anyone has
lack many of the other "technical" requirements that
something going on this summer — give me a holla.
internships are seeking. For example, I don't know
Sophomore Patrick Hutchison is not afraid to bite the
squat about computers. I can operate a computer all
hand that feeds him ... feeds him knowledge.
right, and I can use its essential programs just fine.
By Patrick Hutchison
Opinions Writer

Got Hookah?
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Drastic Plastic
6 Blocks from campus
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good compilation tape, like breaking u
and to do and takes ages longer than
it might seem. You gotta idck off with a
killer, to hold the attention. Then you have
to take it up a notch, but not b1 your
wad, so maybe cool it off a now
1 you
can t put the same artist twice ot ta except if some subtle point or lessor. or
theme involve& and even then not the
two of them in a row, and you can t woo
ow
somebody with Joni Mitchell's "Big
Taxis' and then bash their head ) wit h
omething 1ik Y GBH's "Ci
Atta r
by Rats," and.. oh there area lot of ru des
-Nick Hom

Trai

J

First Place:

•

Some Days Music Is Your
by Brenden Goetz
Playlist:
Side A
Hospital and Jails by Mason J
At the Bottonctlf - Everything by"
Eyes Ears'Nouth by Hot Hoi
Along for the Ride by Mates
Skyline by M cytin Devan
Burn One Down (1,ile)by Ben
Each ComjpgrrNight by Iron and
Campfire Kansas by Thelk,Get I
Recommendation by Mir.
Side B
New Slang by The Shift
Let Me Go by Cake
Lookin' Out My Back Door by CI
CreaLwater Revival
44Flyin' Horses (live) by Dip,
Santeria*I-7"54blime
Somewhere Over The Rainbow
Wonderful World by ligya
Kamakawiwo'ole
One Love/ People Get Ready
Marley and the VVailers
Honestly birta,r.yB,pothe
41,„

The above lines are from the classic book, "High Fide lit
ISO a mo fie
and perfectly describe the art of making a mix tape. Y6,, Mal i
mix Tee is a
perfect art, getting better with age and experience. Thus, male it easy for me to nick
my favorite tape, "Some days music is your sun." Actually, Music for a Hot Summer Da
is just a smidge below it but the former just goes the extra step (for me at least

Tle tape is most.y happy—or rather, not happy, but all about music that make . you feet
,00d, The transitions between each song are almost flawless—the music slides rig ht into
each other, creating this nice little harmony with your tape player, The musk is feel good ,
all the way. The songs are consistent, but different; the tape incorporates a variety of s
and, songs, but doesn't fail to highlight and include some of the greats (The Shins are most
definitely mentioned, along with "Campfire Kansas," arguably one of the Get Up Kid's best
songs.) I was actually kind of sad when the tape was done. Then again, it kinda made me
want to get out into that precious Tacoma sunshine and realize that sometimes,
music can he your SUIL
-Rachel Decker, A&• Cdi tor

v;) nti:
se el:I:la-I i 'Music toGE Hot ,timme Day' as o
ny
The artist's tate had c c cl t -tore of well-known cirtists juvt:
ainst
coming artists. Rob Dylan Nick Drake and an Morrison
against 'Mason
ennings created a feelinP of change in the seasons, and the faci a nd renewal of, sui
ys. The order of the play list was also well put together ankt
ted carefully, creat
smooth transitions, just like a warm sunny day. Not- onl y was the music
selek-led,
but the k:over was in keepin g with the theme. The use of construction paper represented
spontaneous project one might rake on for a summer's da y, but it also showed a level
creativity and commitment not seen in any of the other rapes. Her artist statement sho
her creativity as well, displaying her sense of humor, and added an important commentary
n her own personal experience with today , us c.
us.ell nil t and Melis
-

Swere
Heavy
Gonna

Come
C
Sea of H
Land of
Toni
1000 3
You
Butt
Bright
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DRAG SHOW, APRIL 22, 2005

a? 020042005

By Gloria Treseder

MEN'S SOCCER, OCT. 15, 2005—By Lea John

RON THOMAS AT BASKETBALL PLAYOFF, MARCH 11, 2005—By Greg Groggel

STUDENT-DIRECTED ONE ACTS, DEC. 3, 2004—By Andrea Magee
THE GRAND, SEPT. 24, 2004—By Allyson Feeney
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s:the 2 e 14-2005 school year draws o a close, we at the rail are riven by no
pus — to publish for our readership's enjoyment special pull-out section. B
satin sashes (which only received one vote) nor girls in white dresses (who, thop
gent) among our picks for best-of-the-year
e thi you will still find something t
you idn't . make the list. Loser.
,

— Elizabeth Swarny

Best Album: Beck, "Guero"
In his 10-plus years in the national musical consciousness,
Beck has established himself as the most eclectic, versatile and
talented artist in pop music today. From the underground geekrock of "Mellow Gold," to the techno-hop of "Odelay," the electronically-fused "Mutations," the glam-rock of "Midnight Vultures" and
the acoustic emo of "Sea Change," Beck has consistently defied
expectations (no matter how ill-suited those expectations may be).
And he's done it with a flair for the eccentric — but the music has
always been good.
Is it any surprise, then, that Beck's sixth studio album is surprising? On "Guero," Beck has turned the tables on listeners, not
by adopting yet another genre, but by traveling back through all hi
previous genres. The Trail's choice for the Best Album of this pa
school year is a wild amalgamation of the styles Beck has experi
mented with in the past, and it is a testament to his immense musi
cal talent that "Guero" is not even in the top half of Beck's be
works. But unfortunately for every other musical artist out ther
Beck doesn't need to be at his best to be THE best. With "Guero
it's official: he's the best.

Unless you were under a rock, or trapped in some twilig
carrel, or in some alcohol induced coma, you're probably awartit
astated Southeast Asia.
On Dec. 26, 2004 an earthquake registering 9.3 on the Ric
off the coast of Sumatra in the Indian Ocean. The Boxing Day qu
to be called, was the second largest earthquake in recorded h
occurring in Chile in 1960, registering 9.5 on the Richter scale).11W
the now infamous tsunami that decimated literally thousands of
ringing the Indonesian coastline swept away homes, businesses
hundreds of thousands.
The death toll from the tsunami is estimated to have killed
it people, and the count is not yet finished. As of mid March up
were being found in Indonesia alone.
Scores of humanitarian relief efforts and projects dominated ra
printed media for months and still persist. To date countries and pr
pledged more then 4 billion dollars in aide.

—John Dug

Best Movie:
Best Votcanic Eruption:
Moon} St. ffetens
Yes, Mount St. Helens wins this one by a
landslide. For the first time since its top blew in the
eighties, this feisty hunk of earth has forced its way
back into the papers, including the hallowed pages of
The Trail. Here's a quick re-cap on how it all went
down, or up, as the case seems to be ...
According to a U.S. Geological Survey report
on the recent activity of the mountain, scientists
reported small, repetitive earthquakes occurring
below the surface of the crater in September of last
year. Usually this wasn't of any concern, but by Sept.
25, the recorded hundreds of earthquakes over the
course of the month increased in both size and rate.
One of the glaciers on the mountain also inherited an
ominous crack, that when paired with the earthquakes, hinted to many scientists that molten rock
was rising to the surface.
On Oct. 1, 2004, St. Helens couldn't hold it
any longer, and smoke began billowing from the volcano. From what I can remember, I first heard about
it through a phone call from home — I think my
grandma was worried I was going to be covered by
flaming lava. Then came the call from my brother,
who was confused as to why I wasn't in my car driving down to the action to get some pictures. I kept
looking at Rainier, wondering if it was next and where
I would go to avoid demolition.
In regards to damage, nothing really seems
to have gotten hurt, except my ego when people
laughed and pointed at me for actually being worried.
According to Ricky Nieto, a geologist expert at UPS,
"Eruption? Geology is such a hoax! It's all Hollywood,
m
a
Congratulations, Mt. St. Helens. We knew
you could do it.

Heart Huckabe

Every so often, a film comes along which you are inexplicably drawn to from the moment you I -iean
are initially intrigued by the cast, the director or by simply seeing the trailer, something grabs your attention
film will be worth seeing. "I Heart Huckabees" is exactly that sort of movie. It succeeds not only as a come(
lectual film, raising questions about philosophy and human nature that make you want to watch it again and ac
enjoyment of it as a movie.
"Huckabees" boasts an amazing cast of varied backgrounds. The main character, Albert, is played b
of "Rushmore" fame. Albert is an idealistic young environmental activist who writes terrible poetry — "YoIroi
and he wants to save. Dustin Hoffman and Lily Tomlin star as the delightfully quirky existential detectives A
figure out what it all means. Mark Wahlberg plays another client who befriends Albert and together they beg
the detectives really have all the answers. As if the cast needed any more big names, man-candy Jude Law p
porate executive Brad who functions as Albert's nemesis, but he and his wife (Naomi Watts) begin to question'
as well.
Not only does the film deliver comically, it is just strange and intellectual enough to make you thin. cc
it ever gets to that point is debateable, but it definitely makes you wonder. In a year containing such
intellectual giants as "National Treasure" and "Son of the Mask," "I Heart Huckabees" makes you
Best
remember what it feels like to truly enjoy a film.

—Melissa Huggi
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Nemo s in Seattle
You may have never heard of these guys, but if you saw them in concert at Neumo's
on Dec. 1, 2004 you will never forget them again. Already a huge fan of this band (they're number one in my book), I was sure the Weakerthans wouldn't let me down. And I was right.
These Canadian rock stars know how to rock it up there on stage. Not a band for a lot
of chitchat with the audience, the Weakerthans played straight for an hour and a half. And the
audience loved every second. Every kid in the audience was rockin' out right along with them.
Many bands are considered great for their beats — the way they weave their sounds
into harmonies. Others are incredible mainly for the poetry they put into motion. But the
Weakerthans do it all.
Intense drums and up-beat power chords dominated the song "Aside," but lead singer
John K. Samson's prophetic poetry shined through, as he sang, "Rely a bit too heavily on alcohol and irony, get clobbered on by courtesy, in love with love and lousy poetry." But still, the
slower tunes were just as powerful and compelling.
The Weakerthans kinda made you believe that for those 90 minutes, maybe, just
maybe, everything was gonna be okay. Because if four guys could make music as sweet as
this, with such sweet poetry weaved in between the beats, our little microcosms didn't seem
quite so bad after all.

—Rachel Decker
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Best Campus Event: ASUPS Elections
The spring 2005 ASUPS election marked the first use of online voting and a serious bid by a write-in candidate in the stuent government's history. The combination proved troublesome as every different spelling of a name was counted as a different
erson. While write-in candidate Alex Israel earned a plurality of the votes for the position of President, his unofficial running mate,
Ryan McAninch received votes under 34 different spellings of his last name, none of which earned a plurality alone. The Elections
ommittee awarded the position to Becca Herman, the official candidate on the ballot who received the greatest number of votes.
he total number of votes cast in which McAninch was spelled correctly or off by just one letter; that, however, was greater than
ny other Vice Presidential candidate, including Herman.
McAninch filed a complaint against the ASUPS Elections Committee in Honor Court contesting their treatment of write-in
allots. The court held that the Elections Committee acted properly, but the guideless to which they were held were not in keepng with the parent document of the ASUPS Constitution. The Court reversed the decision of the Elections Committee and instatd McAninch as the ASUPS Vice President.
—Russell Knight

eSt rilelvle

Party MoUStaCileg

"Who wants a moustache ride?"
ometime this spring the good folks at 7th and
roctor made it clear that quite a few people
id. With fancy punch, tasteful decoration,
areful planning and 200 mustachioed citizens
umping into one another, this was clearly the
arty to end all parties. I've found myself at
more than a couple UPS parties over the last
few years, and nothing has ever quite cornared to the experience of seeing primped up
ussies with low-cut boob shirts touching up
ufts of fake facial hair when they think no one's
atching. It's the little touches that make a
arty great. For enthusiastically throwing a
arty where there's no chance of anyone loo
ing cool, The Trail boldly salutes the fine fol
at N. 7th and Proctor. May all their `stache
come in thick and full for many years to come.
Cheers!

UPS Sporting Event: Hockey vs. WSU
The 2004-2005 schoolyear has presented Logger fans with a handful of
ble sporting events. The amount of nail-biting excitement we have seen
ields, gyms, diamonds and ice should be illegal for a D-3 school. But if
fo.goals in the second half of a third period, double-overtime at homeor three-pointers with 6.4 seconds left are considered breaking the law,
iding citizen is the last thing I want to be.
The problem with witnessing such a plethora of athletic excitement is
ecomes very difficult to choose the "best" sporting event of the year.
dy remembers homecoming day when the Loggers took PLU into douime before losing by a few yards. How about the women's soccer team
sj the national championship game in a shootout after two overtimes
own? We did win some exciting games too. Jeremy Cross will probably
in Logger history for sinking the game-winning three in round two of the
rnament. As great as these games were, there is one game that sticks
the absolute greatest sporting event of the year — the hockey game
the D-I Washington State Cougars.
It was an exciting evening for several reasons. Many people didn't even
ert0Was a Logger hockey team, but by the end of the night the Loggers
wn their biggest crowd of the season, a crowd who would witness one of
atest comeback victories in UPS history. The Cougars seemed to steal
turn from the end of the first period when they took a 2-1 lead at the
Down 6-3 with 13:22 left in the third period, the fat lady was so ready she
►e held down by six strong men. But destiny was not on her side, and in
is screaming (drunken) crowd, the Loggers scored two goals inside a
'angrthe scoreboard read 6-5, Cougars. Then, with less than seven minich Fonner netted the game-tier at which point the crowd nearly lost it.
chants and cheers did not stop from then on out. With :53 seconds on the
cott Brozena pulled out his hero card and made history with his gameone-timer, sending shivers down my spine.
—Jeff Swiryn

PERSON OF THE YEAR:

PRESIDENT RONALD THOMAS
As I look back at President Thomas' first two years as
president of UPS I can't help but think that he is on a King Midasesque role. Everything he has touched so far seems to have
worked out perfectly.
President Thomas has endeared himself to the campus
community by being seen around campus and in the stands at
UPS sporting events. It has become obvious that he comes to
games because he enjoys sports and he cares what happens to
our teams. Thomas' dedication to UPS sports is also emblematic
of his interest in campus activities in general.
Thomas has also quickly made his mark on UPS through
the new addition to Thompson Hall and the newly unveiled UPS
Mater Plan, which seeks to define the university and its campus
as it moves toward becoming more of a residential university.
These two improvements to UPS illustrate the initiative and vision
that President Thomas has brought to UPS.
It is for these reasons that The Trail has named President
Thomas its 2005 Person of the Year. And if you still have any
doubts about his receiving this prestigious honor, just take a look
at this photo and tell us that he does'nt deserve it.
—DougSprrigue

**Arse*
Best SUB Dish: Yellow Curry
Sometimes the SUB choices are ... well ... limited. Walking in, your
appetite can suddenly disappear. The food gets repetitive — salad and pasta can
only sustain you for a while. The Grill isn't really the healthiest for you and everything else just gets so old. The Vegetarian section pretty consistently rocks but
the real find is at Pacific Rim. Oh no, not the endless teriyaki chicken they seem
to have or the random other food they create. It is something that people either
love or hate. Luckily, The Trail loves it. The Yellow Curry. This stuff is actually
decent curry and tastes the way it is supposed to. It tastes good with either chicken or tofu, so even vegetarians can love this food.
"It's so good, I think they sprinkle drugs on it making me want to eat it constantly. Because it's really good. No, it really is. I love it," proclaimed Mikael
Bangcaya.
We know not everyone is as obsessed with the curry as some, so here are
a few runner-ups in the ultimate SUB food. The Garden Tortellini. Everyone loves
it, everyone gets it and since they don't make it that often it's still special. Another
favorite is the Teriyaki salmon which is always nice, but if you aren't a fish fan, oh
wel I.
According to the Dining Services website, the yellow curry has left us for
he year. So sadly, when we walk into the SUB ... our choices will still be limited.
—Alex Raposo
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lite Best P4alett ai .2004-2005

SWIMMING, FEB. 4. 2005

By Skylar Bihl

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT, APRIL 1, 2005—By Jess Wilkerson

TRESSEL AT POPELICK CREEK, APRIL 8, 2005—By Thomas Mosier

•
•
WOMEN'S LACROSSE, APRIL 19, 2005—By Greg Groggel

•
TACOMA AROMA, MARCH 4, 2005—By David Evans

FOOTBALL, NOV. 19, 2004—By Sam Armocido

BASEBALL, FEB. 18, 2005—By Nick Kiest
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Mixed tapes are a lost art form, a blast from the past and a not so subtle way to express feelings. A true mixed
tape is something so much more though—it has a way of expressing who the mixer is, a way to express a part of
his or her soul. So here is the Trail's first annual Mix Tape Contest! The idea was that only true mixed tape
lovers would enter. And remember, there's always next year to prove your worth of a mix tape aficionado!

Tape 101 . Antrodut
B y Keith
Trail Mix
of all, you gotta know your audience. This is
i most life situations, but it's crucial, absolutely
crucial
yos when setting music to celluloid in an effort
communicate with. someone else. By the wiy, that is what
you are doing: communicating. A. mix tape is like a conversaion; it's indicative of the ta.'pe of conversation you would have
or wish you would have) with the person on the receiving
nil. The entire fabric of a friendship lies somewhere in the
heart and soul of your mix tape.
Okay, regardless of your intentions (he they rooted in reminiscing, flirting, bragging, etc.; I'm a flirter personally) there
re some things you must keep in mind want to achieve
degree of legitimacy or experience any degree of success.
1.' The first song has gotta he illItne(hiliV N. IVO Thu:able to
the recipient (hereafter referred to as Laura so as to not
sound like something printed in an instructional model). If
econd Place:
Laura recogniies it she will be comfortable, which is what
c - A Hot Summer Day
you want, becanse then you have her trust right
Coma Jean S
need that later on when you lead her into unfamiliar musical
territory or perhaps include a song that reveals your entire
e•
intent (i.e. flirting . ,)
Follow up with something that is safe but perhaps unfaee
Side A
:Mbar to Laura. Something like "Sun,Jay Shining," by Finley
Thing by Van MorriSon
Quaye maybe, or depending on her own CL) collection,
fetal Drummer by Wilco
imybe even something like a bootleg version of an old (brit
3 ke Me Lonesome by Bo;
upbeat) Ben Foil Five
lets Latina know that she's
Dylan
gonna have to he open
11CW Haines. You are your own pet
Military Wives toji
son and aren't going to pander. You :iren't going to play
ecemberists
Millhouse to her Lisa; site's gotta respect you.
imes by Daniel La
Song number three is where you set.the tone for everyey Bee by Taj Mahal
thing else that follows. You can win or lose Laura depending
lo by Eddie From Ohio
on what you do here. It the last song w;ts a hit of a gamble,
'irrstawkse I reg B rovVn
play it safe here; go with a Motown song or MadOnna.
Sky by Nick Drake.
However, if you think shell see your Quaye and raise you -a
& Waves by Rilo Kiley
Doughty, keep pushing, the envelope. The thing is to keep
r Your Heart by Sam Bush
er listening hecau,a you haven't even gotten to the reason
u're making the tape (i.e. flirting.)
Missin' The Sun by Gourds
. Now that you have Laum's
attention, you have the
freedom to go in a variety of directions as long as you don't
Side B
scare her (i.e. Rammstein) of-bore her (i.e. Seal). Theesecret
act< Home by Pete Yorn
is to make the mix equal parts nostalgic and progressive;
ey by Joni Mitchell
make it both a tribute and a suggestion.
artbreak by Johnny Cash
Include The Greats: The Temptations, Bob Dylan,,
naan by The Indigo Girls
Aretha
Franklin, Prince. But don't chose "Like a Rolling
t by Last Train Home
Stone" or "Kiss." Introduce her to something new. Eyen if
a..s by Eddie From Ohio
she's rigid and unimaginative, she has to appreciate the fact
t the Style by Athlete
that you are not some automaton, that your cultural decifly by Mason Jennings
sions are deliberate,
e, versed, and, or least as far as you're conide of the Road by Van
cerned, defensible. This makes . you more interesting, hopeMorrison
fully.
;2.1,;sies by Lyle Lovett
Include Twists: this can include everything from R.L.
;o Bad by Tom Petty
four Love by Jonny L
tyr b Rusted,Roo

Burnside to The Faces t
time periods are potential
twist. But - it's only a twist if t's off La
owevet,
keep in mind Rule 1. Its gotta be withinn
in of possil)il
she likes new wave, g6 with Aztec Cainera
mist, but not a potential fumble, If she likes
Willie Hightower, the forgotten 1950s Atsingerecli
by Sam Cooke. Rock the hoar, but don't tip-it over.
c. Include Something Special: maybe you and Laura
"shared a moment" against the backdrop of a song that 11
means something to both of yOu. It doesn't even have
an "us" kind of song. It could be " Burn One Down" by. i
Harper. The thing is that it now means something bigger
you both, sort of like an anthem of whatever exists betwe
you two However; it must mean something to hoth of yo
you're the ,only One to remember, your efforts will be in va
just recite-caber, Laura has to be constantly engaged, ant
with any ltiCk, getting to the bottom of the mix , nd the (getting to thee bottom of Vl !u, and in turn once more, vont
intentions.
E4ry sling should pick up where the last left off. They iavc
to talltto cue another. Don't end on a song With a sax solo
and start another with a ha
intro. Doesn't work.
Transitions should be seamless. You know when you go n the
symphony and ran erk now Whether to clap or not between
the movements; transitions should be that Smooth and no
6, One song per artist. Don't overdo it by relying too he:iVd
on one artiSt. Neglecting this rule puts you at risk of looking
shallow and ill-informed. Not impressive. Laura has a lot of
prospects. Don't help the competition out by needlessly htu ing yourself.
7. Really this is sort of Rule 6c. Don't rely too heavily on one
source, namely soundtracks. 11 you can't live without including mo songs that happen to belong to the same compilation,
at least try to hide what you've done, even if you doubt Laura
will notice anyway, which she won't.
Never cut-off a song prematurely. 'Nough said.
9. No dead space. This is especially important at the end o
the side of a tape. The music should end, and then a
onds later, rape should end. Neglecting this rule
invitinge 'even demanding, an awkward silence, which , is
condticive to talking, or especially flirting.
Id. Okay, at sonic point, you have to make Your MoV
s is
true in life, it can take on many forms. There is no one sure
fire way to go about this. But it helps to be subtle; t
it doesn't work you can feign innocent intent. You
laugh it off, if you have to. So, say your song is some
"Crazy Love" by Van Morrison. Put it between two solid,
unquestionably good songs, and hope for the best. Be swift, he
confident and remember she'll probably never even know that
you did anything but select songs that came to mind for no
tangible reason
II. If she does, she's the one. Marry her. This
you get: her
heart and her record collection.
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Cheese Tasting proves that
cheese triumphs over all
ered and otherwise, and Italian bread
loaves gave even the most hard-core
cheese isolationist reason to stick around.
Lumped over a paper plate and disinteAs the tasters gathered and parents and
grating faster than professional hockey's prospies milled in and out, Beethoven's
fan base, Bleu cheese was the first object to
symphony fiddled away in the backgreet arrivers entering the first floor
ground. After the gathering had settled,
lounge at Todd-Phibbs Hall, where the however, the most important cultural eleInternational Cheese Tasting event was ment was added: three short films of the
held on April 22, courtesy of Todd's Academy Award-winning British daymaLanguage and Culture floor.
tion series "Wallace and Gromit."
The cheese placed closest to the lounge
Starring a mild-mannered, cheese-lovdoor, Bleu cheese, (which is actually white ing British inventor and his more levelwith a green-spotted interior) holds a headed, beleaguered dog, "Wallace and
Gromit" is packed with cultural high
strong, salty flavor that borders on rotten
for some connoisseurs. Because of that, points that belie the show's sometimes
along with its tendency to crumble after
absurd plot twists. Mute though he is,
being sliced, Blue Cheese invites perhaps Gromit may be the cartoon world's most
as much controversy as possible for a
underappreciated dog — for his ability to
dairy product. Some tasters swear by it, fly a plane makes him more talented than
others would rather spray Cheez Whiz
Snoopy, his affinity for Plato's "Republic"
down their throats and still others find it
gives him an intellectual edge over
"Family Guy's" Brian and he comes to his
only useful as salad dressing.
Still, there were plenty of other cheeses master's rescue more often than all Lassies
arrayed around the room, most of them
combined.
Moreover, many of the show's plots
more uniformly approved of. From
Israelite Feta (kosher for Passover)
turn on Wallace's desire to expand his
through Wisconsin Mozzarella (what, you cheese palette. In "A Grand Day Out," for
thought mozzarella was Italian just instance, Wallace's shortage of cheese
prompts him
because it ends
with an "a"?) all
and Gromit to
build
a rocket
the way to
"From Israelite Feta (kosher for
Spanish Drunken
ship and go to
Passover) through Wisconsin Mozzarella
the
moon,
Goat (no clue,
(what, you thought mozzarella was
absolutely none),
where
they
Italian just because it ends with an "a"?)
enjoy a type
the gathering
all the way to Spanish Drunken Goat (no
offered a range of
"like no cheese
clue, absolutely none), the gathering
from
I've ever tastcheeses
offered a range of cheeses from almost
ed."
almost
every
every country with milkable livestock."
country
with
In another
milkable
livefeature, "A
stock.
Close Shave,"
The internaWallace meets
tional assortment even fit with today's and falls in love with a beautiful seamstress named Wendolene. After .they share
geopolitical realities: French Brie and
American cheese were on opposite ends of a trying experience involving a killer
robotic dog, a flock of stolen sheep and a
the room.
Cheese's remarkable appeal stems perterrifying shearing machine, Wallace
haps not only from its taste or multina- invites her in for tea and cheese, where
tional marketability, but from its populari- their relationship will presumably be
ty among all levels of cultural society. If a cemented.
Unfortunately, their romance is cornman dressed in briefs and a t-shirt decided
promised when Wendolene announces
to spend his day welded to a sofa, where
he would watch daytime TV, chomp on that she's hopelessly allergic to cheese —
cheddar and crackers and not care when and "can't stand the stuff," anyway.
"Not even Wesleydale?" Wallace asks, a
crumbs tumbled out of his mouth, he
would be considered near–the nadir of desperately cheerful consternation frozen
human sophistication.
on his face.
No, not even Wesleydale. Perhaps not
But if that same man were to shave, put
on a black tie, sit up straight and carefully even Bleu cheese, whose crumbling tendencies offer a good metaphor for the
slice his cheese before eating it, he would
suddenly become a cosmopolitan nearly effect such a revelation has on Wallace's
the equal of the wine-sniffing crowd — affection for Wendolene. Still, as our everadd caviar and he'd blow those suckers affable hero reminds Gromit, "That's all
the more for us, eh?"
away.
Friday's event was not nearly so ostenAnd thus one slogan triumphs over
another — the power of cheese overcomtatiously strained, but the L&C members
certainly delivered on the promise of "an ing the power of love. Certainly for this
evening of high culture." With the cheese night and occasion it was appropriate.
Jared Smith says Amen! for cheese.
carefully laid out, sparkling cider flowed
freely, while strawberries, chocolate-coy-

THE AMP

By Jared Smith

A&E Writer

Because Of Winn-Dixie
Nightly @ 7:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday
matinee @ 4:15 pm
Rated PG
2611. N. Proctor
Tacoma, WA
New Dolby
Surround

Sound

Rocky Horror Picture Show
2 nd & 4th saturday of every
month

27. I DON'T WANNA GROW UP
By Tom Waits
By Keith Ferguson
A&E Columnist
When you walk into a
restaurant, there's a certain
degree of thrill in it because so
many options lie in store. You
have all these exciting choices
ahead of you: smoking, non-smoking;
patio, inside; iced tea, Diet Coke; Denver
Omelet, New York Strip; cash, credit.
I love eating out because it's all about
options and experiences and trying new
things. Anything can happen it seems,
depending on what you decide.
For this very reason, I always take
forever to decide on anything in a
restaurant. As soon as I settle on the
coconut prawns, I start thinking "Well,
hey, the linguini here comes with this
mustard-alfredo sauce. I wonder what
that would be like."
A lot of times I chose something and
then immediately regret my decision.
Why did I go for the mustard-sauce-linguini-thing? I'm in a sweet mood, not a
savory mood. Then inevitably, the guy
next to me orders the coconut prawns,
and I have to sit there and envy him the
whole time. That really ruins a dinner,
you know. All that potential down the
drain.
Well, I think life is a lot like going to
a restaurant. You start off with all these
choices and experiences and new things
ahead of you: soccer practice, band practice; four-year school, no more school;
married-life, single-life; God, no God;
lawyer, defendant.
There are so many ways your life can
go. It's all a matter of how you make up
your mind.
And that's why growing up bas
always scared me a bit. I mean, at least
when you make a bad call in a restaurant, the whole thing is over in an hour.
And besides, you can always get the
prawns next time.
But if you make a bad decision in life,
it usually takes much longer to recover.
And instead of being stuck with a meal
you don't want, you're stuck with a job
or a spouse you don't want.
Now, I've deliberately avoided ever
writing about my favorite song in this
column (sort of the same way surgeons
choose to not operate on their own children) but I'm afraid that I have to make
a brief reference in order to go on.
The key song for me is "Lie in Our
Graves" by Dave Matthews Band,
which contains the following lyric:
"I can't believe that we would lie in
graves dreaming of things that we
might have been."
You know, I've heard this song so
many times my heart basically beats to
its rhythm, but it still gets me every
time. And the reason why is simply that
is speaks to my whole anxiety about
somehow missing out in the process of
growing up. On what exactly, I'm not
sure, but still ...
Or in other words, this song is about
how, in making a choice for one thing,
you also inevitably make a choice
against a multitude of other options. It's
like giving up on all that could be.
That's why I sort of equate growing up
with giving up; because no matter who I
eventually become, I will only become
so at the expense of a thousand other
versions of myself.
Maya Angelou writes about this
process perfectly in "I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings":
"To be left alone on the tightrope of
youthful unknowing is to experience the

excruciating beauty of full
freedom and the eternal
threat of indecision. Few if
any survive their teens.
Most surrender to the
vague but murderous pressure of adult conformity. It
becomes easier to die and
avoid conflicts than to maintain a constant battle with the superior forces of
maturity."
If you only skimmed that quote, first
of all, I understand. Second of all, I'll
give you the main word: surrender. If
you're gonna grow up, you're gonna
conform. And if you're gonna conform,
you're gonna have to surrender. If you
look closely, you'll see that the thing
Angelou says you surrender is (dundun-dun) your freedom.
Yeah, I don't want that.
If there's any evidence in the world
to suggest that growing up can have
"murderous" implications for a person,
it's gotta be the disheartened yowl of
Tom Waits. It's sort of the vocal equivalent to Winston Smith in the last chapter
of "1984." He just has the voice of a survivor, of someone who has seen it all,
and managed to live long enough to
warn the rest of us.
That is why I take heed to his song, "I
Don't Wanna Grow Up," in which he
sings lyrics like:
I don't wanna be filled with doubt.
and
I don't wanna have the biggest
amount.
These lyrics are all against a refrain of
the weary assertion, "I don't wanna
grow up." Waits sings about his apprehensions of getting stuck in his hometown, marrying too soon and working
his fingers to the bone. If there is a
lynchpin lyric in the song, I'd say it's
certainly the following:
Seems like people turn into things
that they'd never want.
Bingo, Tom. Bingo.
don't know how it happens, but it
does. And it seems like it happens a lot.
Before you know it, you're in debt, you
work 70 hours a week in a demeaning
job to pay for braces and your spouse
spends more time watching "Seinfeld"
reruns than talking to you.
You never travel anywhere. You
never meet new people. You never do
anything you wanted to do. And then,
someday, you die.
And you may ask yourself, well, how
did I get here? Or maybe, like Matthews
says, you dream of things that you
might have been.
I think most people feel the same as
Waits. No one wants to give up just
because they grow up. But how can you
avoid growing up? Like the restaurant
metaphor tells us, at some point you just
gotta bite your lip and point at something on the menu.
Maybe the trick is to just not conflate
the two: to realize that Waits has his
tongue in his cheek and actually doesn't
care about growing up; that what he just
doesn't want, is to give up.
Growing up is all about options and
experiences and trying new things.
There are so many ways your life can go.
It's all a matter of how you make up
your mind. The secret, it seems to me, is
to never be too afraid to make up your
mind against those superior forces of
maturity, to always maintain the constant battle of becoming exactly what
you want to be.
Keith wants to say one word to you. Just
one word. Are you listening? Plastics.
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A year in film: at the movies with Drew
By Drew Gemmer

A&E Writer
The last year in movies has been quite
a year. Hollywood put forth a solid front
of movies. Documentaries became the
new trend in filmmaking, and the new
way for our generation to learn things
about the world around them (what ...
reading? That's so '90s).
The number of biopics was more than
any previous year, the amount of CGI-ed
ridiculousness remained high and
Dreamworks continued to bite every idea
off of Pixar. Amongst the insanity, I've
chosen my top ten films from the last
school year:
1.
"Million
Dollar Baby" —
From a reviewer
who thinks that
Clint Eastwood is a
wheezing sack of
skin cancer, I could
find nary a bad
thing to say about
this movie. Heartwrenching perPhoto courtesy of allformances, a story
posters.corn
that nobody expected and a director
who found a movie that captured the
Hollywood audience without falling prey
to any of the crappy Hollywood movie
stereotypes.
My
2.
"In
Father's Den" — A
movie from New
Zealand that was the
most emotionally
raw movie I've
viewed since "21
Grams." A cast of
unknowns — save
Miranda Otto
(Eowyn from "Lord
of the Rings") —
who are just too real
Photo Courtesy of
impawards.com/ 2004/ in
to be Hollywood
_my_fathers_den.html
stars. It has a story
that might remind
you of "Mystic River," but it stands alone.

"Intermission"
— An Irish movie
by director John
matiooacoram
Crowley that leaves
you floored. For
those of you who
think Collin Farrell
is a douche bag (and
rtmt,
7 .emputasom
I formerly supported this cause), see
this film to change
your mind about
Photo Courtesy of a IIposters.com
him. Its rapid-fire
cuts will remind
you of "Snatch," combined with "Pulp
Fiction," and it's as badass as either of
them.
"The Incredibles" — My favorite
computer-animated
film since "Toy Story
2," and that's saying
a lot. The most fun
you'll have at the
movies out of all the
movies of last year.
Great
characters,
lines,
hysterical
sweet graphics and
better action than
any movie of the
Photo Courtesy of allmillennium.
posters.com
"Sideways" —
It took me until the
second viewing to truly appreciate the
genius of this movie. Director Alexander
Payne picks apart
wine-tasting pricks,
while showing us
the horrors of a
mid-life crisis. He
doesn't even let
lead
Paul
Giamatti's overlydepressing presence bring the
movie down; sleazy
goofball Thomas
Hayden Church
Photo Courtesy of allposters.com
(Wade
from
"Wings"!) is there to
balance it all out. Add outstanding performances by Virginia Madsen and
.5.1.1111111.11.4 .7.74

Sandra Oh, and this movie is nothing
short of great.
"Fahrenheit
9 /11" — Despite the
propaganda, the partisan politics and the
hate-him-or-lovehim feelings towards
Michael Moore, this
documentary stands
a good head above
the other documentaries of the year.
sarcastic
Moore's
Photo Courtesy of allpresence, amazing
posters.com
way of attaining
paperwork
he
should not see and his ability to tie it all
together into one overall theme (F***
Bush!) is untouchable. The shots he captures (Bush receiving the news of the 9/11
attacks in a first grade classroom comes to
mind) are heartstopping. It stinks
that not all sides of
the issue can enjoy
this fine piece of
filmmaking.
"Collateral" —
Easily the most
unexpected entry on
this list. Director
Michael Mann eases
off on his tendency
to overdo every
Photo Courtesy of allmovie he's ever
posters.com
done
(examples
included "Heat," "Ali" and "The Last of
the Mohicans")
for this subdued,
creepy and perfectly-timed susthriller.
pense
Tom Cruise plays
the hardened hit
man, but it's
Jamie Foxx who
steals the show,
for the first time
in 2004.
"Hotel
Photo Courtesy of allposters.com
Rwanda" — Don

Cheadle, who continually proves that he
IS the man (ignore "Ocean's Eleven" and
"Twelve," go see "Boogie Nights"), flips
the switch on you again. This time he
plays revolutionary-to-be Paul
Rusesabagina in the midst of Rwanda's
massive genocide during three months in
1994. Considering the tremendous scope
of atrocity, this movie handles the material perfectly. It's not begging for your
sympathy, because it's too busy blowing
your mind.
"Spider Man 2" — Though all the
summer
blockbusters of 2004 were
good, "Spider Man
2" had that extra
edge to put it ahead.
Director Sam Raimi
did the comic-bookmovie the most justice its been done
since
the
first
"Batman"
(and
hopefully the next
one?). It won't sudPhoto Courtesy of alldenly make you reliposters.com
gious, but it was a
great way to spend
nine dollars last summer.
"Ray" — It was a labor of love for
Taylor
director
Hackford, and you
can tell the time put
into it. Jamie Foxx
deserved his Oscar
— who knew he
could go from
"Booty Call" to any
semblance of a
career? If you need a
reason, see this
movie just for his
performance.
Photo Court4rY4iir
Besides that, the
posters.com
music is great, the
story is inspiring and it was one of the
best biopics in years. "Aviator" came
close, but who wants to support Leo
DiCaprio's continuance in Hollywood?
Drew Gemmer will not drink any f**ing
Merlot.

Student artwork showcased in Trimble
By Lauren Iversen
A&E Writer

dent work to be displayed in Trimble Hall.

On April 24 in Trimble Forum, Trimble's RCCs and
RHA hosted their first Student Art Contest, featuring stu-

Allyson Feeney/ASUPS Photo Services

BENDING OVER WAS NEVER SO MUCH FUN—
Students at the Trimble Student Art Contest reception look
over the prize-winning entries from their fellow students.
Events like these attempt to increase involvement in UPS art.

The contest gave students an opportunity to show off
their work , at the same time providing the chance to contribute to the aesthetic of the residence hall.
"Trimble had a bunch of blank walls and we thought
we'd do something about that," junior Amy Cocoran said.
For participants, the solution to this problem was easy.
While photography pieces dominated the show, other
students submitted works of water color, oil pastel, silk
screening and even photo weavings.
Those contestants who won the top three places each
received $100. All winners received gift certificates to a
local art store. All of the top 10 pieces will be displayed in
Trimble Hall.
Jones Hall, which also has a mini gallery, featured a
contest earlier this semester as well. Students were
encouraged to submit their work for both contests.
Many students learned about the contest through
Photo Services or art classes.
The contest, for its first year, had a very good turnout.
"It's bumpin' in here," freshman and contestant Trevor
Hanlin said.
Many of the photographs featured were centered on
UPS and pictured campus landmarks and themes.
Wes Magee's "Hack, Hack, Chop, Chop" featured the
infamous UPS hatchet, while Trevor Hanlin's photographs focused on the natural beauty of UPS.
Winners of seventh place experienced a three-way tie
with Katy Wilson's "Hill Above Tinton Abbey," Whitney
Hanlon's "Waiting" and Nick Kiest's "Fog, Bench, and
Tree."
Sixth place winners were Michael Dunn with "Woman
In Between," and Nicole Marshall with her photo,
"Window Flowers," taken at Union Station.
Megan Brehm's "Untitled" came in fifth place, and
another three-way tie occured for third place with Jared
Johnson's "Thanatos" and Sarah Schuerhoff's photos,

"Fountainhead" and "Flight at Dawn."
Freshman Nick Kiest won first, second, fourth, and
seventh place with photographs "Enchanted," "London
Eye Fairylights," "Autumn Leaf" and "Fog, Bench and
Tree."
Senior Jared Johnson's photograph "Thanatos," which
came in third place, was taken in Kentington Gardens in
London. The title was appropriate given the bleak picture
it represented.
The first place photograph, "Enchanted," featured the
famous giant sequoia in front of Wheelock Student Center
and was taken at 2 or 3 a.m. in the fog. Kiest played with
lighting in order to create a certain effect.
"Photography is partially the art of playing with
light," Kiest said.
A number of people both in and out of the school
donated their time to make the show possible.
Visual artist Bill Whipple from Seattle, who works in
the permanent collections of Washington State Arts
Commission, helped judge this year's submissions.
Facilities Supervisor Jeff Anderson, Art Professor Betty
Ragan and Philosophy Professor Cathal Woods also contributed to judging, along withseveral students.
Some local stores like Artco, The Camera Shop and
Michael's helped to fund the awards and gift certificates
received by winning contestants.
While not all of the work could be displayed in
Trimble, the overall number of submissions reflects UPS'
increasing attempts to get student art out in the open.
Hopefully art contests in the future will continue to
display student work in places like Trimble Hall for the
whole campus to enjoy.
As well, don't forget that the senior art festival is currently showing in Kittredge, but only for a limited time.
Go support those seniors!

Lauren wants to be one of those dogs who are specially
trained to "work the geese," but only on Tuesdays.
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Homosexuality shouldn't be left in the past
By Todd Johnson
A&E Writer
Homosexuality has long been held as a sign of moral
decay and the impending downfall of modern society.
It's also been seen as completely normal for a hell of a
lot longer.
On April 19, Amanda Starr of CHAWS, presented
"Before There were Closets," a discussion of same-sex
relationships throughout history that showed homosexuality, bisexuality and transgender identity are anything
but new. Basically, "the idea that homosexuality is a new
trend indicating moral decline is a load of crap," Starr
said.
Early on in human history, societies didn't have rigid
family structures or gender roles. Society functioned as a
general unit, rather than categorizing individuals as
members of nuclear families, partially because early
humans didn't even realize any link between sex and
reproduction.
Since sex was universal among all early humans, the
source of reproduction was an enigma to them. As a
result, women were revered for their mysterious ability
to create new life. In many European and Asian cultures,
women were seen as personifications of nature and led
matriarchal societies.
When early man figured out the connection between

insemination and reproduction, the reverence was shifted from women to men, and women were demoted to
second best — despite their still-undeniable role in the
continuation of the species. The development of agriculture and agrarianism became another obstacle to equality between men and women, by giving rise to gender
roles and creating greater perceived differences between
men and women.
Despite the rise of separation between men and
women, same-sex relationships remained the norm for
human beings in most, if not all cultures, for thousands
of years.
In fact, most cultures lacked strict definitions of sexual identification until the Catholic church gained its massive political power in Europe and began its persecution
of homosexual activity; those who supported same-sex
love had to take a stand on the homosexual side of the
newly-drawn and suddenly uncrossable line, just to keep
the option from becoming completely erased from
human consciousness.
Until then, and afterward in many cases, same-sex
relationships were common and considered perfectly
normal.
Perhaps most famously, most men in ancient Greece
and Rome engaged in homosexual activity at least occasionally. There is also record of same-sex marriages and
family units with same-sex parents in both of these cul-

Attention all of you sexually creative
kids: your itinerary has arrived
By Amanda Bevers
A&E Columnist
The sauna, Jacuzzi
or the back row at the
movies? All are pretty
great places to have
sex. Wet, hot and
dark, these places add a little spice to the
everyday act of copulation. My favorite line
from Ludacris' once popular, but now
rarely-played, "What's your fantasy?," does
inspire a kind of sexual creativity that adds
sparks to even the hottest sexual encounters.
Once you've made it beyond the hurdles
of finding a sexual partner in college, there
exists the problem of keeping things interesting. So you're having sex, and it's good,
but the same old routine can get boring.
There are the options of trying new positions, sex toys and different orifices, but
what about simply doing it somewhere out
of the norm?
But this is Tacoma, one might argue. The
land of smokestacks, paper mills, the
Tacoma Aroma and industrial waste.
Tacoma is hardly the place to inspire sexual
creativity. Unless, that is, you like to get
down and dirty in a literal way.
A friend of mine argues that the best
place to do it is, in fact, the bedroom,
because the bedroom is "generally where
most of the magic ends up happening," he
argues.
But for those Loggers with the attention
span of a five year-old, lusting after adventure and adrenaline rushes as much as carnal fulfillment, the bedroom is not the most
exciting place.
Looking for a little adventure in your sex
life? After some, uh, in-depth research, and
surveying, a group of anonymous volunteers has discovered that Tacoma is actually
a gold mine for creative sexual activity. The
next time you're looking to add a little extra
flavor to your sexual escapades, you might
want to consider the following.
First of all, there's the Thompson fountain, may it rest in peace. Though it's no
longer possible to do the dirty in the wellknown, dirty fountain, it has an impressive
legacy in our memories. The fountain that
everyone went skinny-dipping, swimming
and volleyball-playing in was also quite fun
for "messing around." At least that's what
I've heard, anyways
Just a hop, skip and a jump away from
the Thompson fountain is another great
place to get freaky. The library, with nooks
and crannies nearly everywhere, is an exciting place to get it on. Trying to keep the
noise down while rocking the stacks should
be considered a sport in and of itself.
Then there are the third and fourth

floors, with couches
in secluded corners
sex
and walls that make
even the quietest
for the
echo up and
weekend moans
down the stairs. And
who doesn't love the
basement rooms with
windows overlooking the arboretum?
For the more sporty students, Wallace
pool is a great place to practice your strokes
and get a little exercise. Or you can get it on
in one of the dark, creaky hallways of
Warner gym. And if you're voyeuristic, you
can use the tumbling mats in the dance studio to cushion your sexual gymnastics
while you observe yourself in the large wall
mirrors.
Looking to get shagadelic off campus?
We love the gazebo at Point Defiance,
where you can get it on with a relative
degree of privacy, while appreciating the
sounds and smells of the Sound. Almost
like doing it on the beach, but without the
sand in your crack. And when you're finished, you can carve your initials or other
catchy phrases into the wood, like so many
couples have done before you. Or you can
tumble around the Japanese garden overlooking the waterfront, hiding behind stone
bridges and pagodas as you fornicate.
But there is one place that puts all the
rest to complete shame. Well-known
throughout the world for its unique art,
Tacoma's very own Glass Museum provides a virtual candy store of tempting
trysts. There are a number of reflecting
pools, with the cute little straw huts on the
water for privacy, as well as the glass elevators and those steps leading down to the
waterfront.
Last, but not least, is my personal
favorite. The glass-decorated walkway
leading visitors from the bridge connecting
downtown to the museum provides a colorful arena for sexual sport. You can enjoy the
soft, colorful glow of illuminated glass as
you make your own special art.
Of course, if you're willing to trek a couple of hours, Mount Rainier National Park
and the San Juan Islands are great places to
get back to nature as you indulge your natural urges. While the intermediate hiker
might stay away from these places incase of
snow or rain, this kind of weather will
enhance your get-freaky-fest.
Whether you choose to get freaky across
the room from your insomniac roommate or
in the wild amongst the marmots and
muskrats, always remember to be safe,
wear your reflective gear and use protection.
Amanda Bevers knows her sex. And where
to have it.

tures. These cultures believed that sex and gender were
not closely related.
Both rulers and commoners have been recorded as
commonly having same-sex partnerships and couplings
of every type in nearly every major culture and every
period of history, including in Egypt, Eastern and Pacific
Asia, pre- and post-Catholic Europe, India, tribal Africa,
Australia, New Zealand and native North and South
America. Evidence of same-sex activity, as well as gender
fluidity, has been found in indigenous art as well as in
historical record.
In many cases, homosexual activity wasn't even considered sexual in nature or purpose. Some cultures
believed that semen did not occur in boys until placed
there by an older man, and that masculinity could only
be achieved through insemination.
No matter who likes to admit it, we're a historically
queer species. Homosexuality is a part of human nature,
and has been for as long as we've been human; it's only
within the last couple thousand years of our roughly
30,000- year history that anyone has decided to have a
problem with it.
Basically, homosexuality has been a fact of human life
for just as long as heterosexuality, and that's never going
to change.
Todd Johnson has been a most excellent A&E writer all year.
Sniff. He will be missed.

•

•

•

Take a study break!
The Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill n
Fri, Mon-Thurs:4:04 7:00, 9:15
Sot/Sun:12:00, 2:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:15

Millions (PG)
Fri, Mon-Thurs:41 5, 6:45, 8:45
Sot/Sun:12:15r 2:15, 4:15, 6:45, 8:45

1*

•

In My Country n
Fri, Mon-Thurs: 4:50, 7:15, 9:30
Sot/Son: 12:40, 2:45,4:50, 7:15, 9:30
Saturday t011:47pm:

Kill Bill Vol. 1 (F0

Tickets are only% with your current student ID

leTanaci nema

606 Fawcett Ave1253-593-447419 ran dcinema.com

Professor Tom Schillars' retirement
party is in Trimble at 4:00 today.

116

Come join us for some food,
fellowship and a time to say goodbye
to Tom, who will retire at the end of
Spring semester.
a

I
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Free news for free people

Thirst quenching and delicious

President Bush orders Congress to stay
inside during recess; they retain their lunch
Due to very poor behavior during their first
session this year, President Bush has revoked
Congress' recess privileges.
By _John Fowlington
Combat Zone Political Correspondent

S

After behaving very, very immaturely during the first
quarter of 2005, Congress lost its recess privileges for the
rest of the year. While the president will still give them
their allotted time for lunch, they will have to stay inside
and think about what they've done. While the democratically elected organizations that govern the rest of the
world will be outside playing four-square, wallball, kickball and trading P.O.G.s, the U.S. Congress will remain
inside, brushing up on Constitutional law, U.S. history and
explaining their behavior to the president.
"I didn't want to have to do this. I know how much
they need to go outside and run around," the disappointed president explained. "They'll probably be all antsy for
the rest of the morning, but I just had to do this. They've
just been so disrespectful."
In addition to general corruption, immorality, corporate favoritism and broad endorsement of poor national
policy, the congressmen spent the morning shooting spitwads at the Vice President, talking amongst themselves
when they were supposed to be listening and totally

ignoring their
little rules
about when to
use their
"indoor voices." The congressmen have
voiced a number of complaints about
the loss of their
recess time.
U.S. House
Speaker
Photo courtesy google.com
Dennis Hastert
NOWHERE TO GO BUT HERE—
(R- IL) filed an
Members of Congress will have to stay
official
comcooped up in here while the rest of the
plaint on the
world plays and frolics during recess. If
behalf of his
they're lucky, President Bush will restore
their recess privileges before the next sesfellow legislasion is over.
tors.
"Whereas
Congress has many important things to do, and whereas
we are all grown men, and whereas we all need to get outside and run around sometimes, we hereby declare that
began the proclamation.
this s*" is hella wack as
"Mr. President doesn't have any idea how cooped up we
all feel in here. He gets to grab his iPod and go run around

r-,"

and play whenever he feels like it, which he does often,"
Mr. Hastert continued.
The Congressmen have proposed a challenge to Mr.
Bush in order to win back their free time. House leaders
have proposed that if four of their finest can beat a team of
White House staff in game of No Limits WallBall, they
would get their recess back. If the cabinet members win,
however, the congressmen would have to stay in during
their next three recesses, doing official business and not
having fun. Though Mr. Bush has neither accepted nor
declined the offer, he has been seen training by moonlight
on the White House lawn, listening to "Eye of the Tiger"
on his iPod.
"If it does come down to an Ultimate WallBall
Championship, I want to make sure I'm in prime physical
condition," the Pres explained. "That's why I'm working
out wicked-hardcore, laying off the blow, and making lots
of upbeat playlists on my iPod, which I own. They motivate me to get out there and exercise, something I don't
often have time to do as President. Well, actually, yeah I
do.
Most critics suspect that Mr. Bush's team will whup
some congressional ass, leaving the downtrodden legislators indoors through their next three recesses. The
President has threatened to shorten their lunches as well if
they don't start behaving soon.
Mr. Fowlington has had four cars in the last year, all of them
good.
I/

Hooters to open new franchise in Jones basement
World's favorite boob friendly chicken
shack to open new location across the
hall from Student Financial Services
By Buck Mulligan
Combat Zone Television Critic

•

After a long battle with the administration and the
Student Jesus Alliance, Hooters has been granted permission to open a franchise in what was once the Copy Center
in the basement of Jones Hall. Students will now be able
to cash their financial aid checks and proceed directly to
Hooters where they will spend them on the privilege of
having saucy meat wings served to them by preternaturally busty wait-ladies. For those students of legal drinking age, crappy beer will also be available, served in
embarassingly large jugs.
Though UPS has long withstood the influence of companies wishing to install franchise locations, President Ron
Thomas fought long and hard to break the tradition.
"This represents a big step for the campus community.
The influence of external companies, particularly those

bringing huge,
display-quality
boobs to campus, will do us
all a good turn."
Some parents
have expressed
some concern
that their students would
have to withstand the temptation of a house
of sin just to
cash their
WELCOME TO THE CAMPUS COM- monthly
MUNITY! - This luscious lady definitely
allowance
won't have to pay tax for her vanilla
checks. Other
mocha at the cafe. Bringing hotwings
parents, howevand beer to UPS, she's headed for next
er, think the
year's Trail Best Of Issue.
move is a great
idea. Wilson Rogers, father of Paul Rogers, freshman, is
one such parent.

"I think it's great," he said to Combat Zone staff.
"There's no way I was gonna show up for Fall Family
Weekend otherwise, but now I've got a great excuse."
With Fox Sports Net piped directly into the dining room
and with nothing but buxom idiots to obscure the view,
many fathers will have the opportunity to get in some
quality Man Time with their sons.
"All I hear coming out of this place is Byron-this and
Baudrillard-that, Hopkins-this and I'm a Huge F***in'
Pussy-that," Rogers complained of his son's liberal arts
education. "I knew I should have sent him to a state
school." Mr. Rogers then punched this reporter awkwardly hard in the shoulder, leaving a distinguished bruise.
While the new Hooters will not immediately accept
points from campus meal plans, they will offer discounts
to UPS students, which is stupid because all of their customers will clearly be UPS students. Oh well. The adjoining pub, The Thirsty Scholar, will feature a full wall window where "scholars" can view waitresses as if in a fishbowl without having to admit to their friends that they
recently ate at Hooters.
Mr. Mulligan likes to shave in the olden style. He's also a
leg man.

ATTN:READERS Headlines in Brief
THE ENTIRE COMBAT ZONE STAFF HAS QUIT UNDER MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES AND
THE JOB(S) WILL BE OPEN AS OF FALL 2005. WE NEED YOU!
(THIS IS A SERIOUS AD)

.11

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
INSTANT RECOGNITION AT ALL CAMPUS PARTIES
WOMEN THROWING THEMSELVES AT YOU AT ALL TIMES
FINANCIAL COMPENSATION THAT ISN'T GREAT, BUT HEY, YOUR ONLY JOB
DUTIES ARE MAKING FUN OF DRUNK PEOPLE AND REPUBLICANS
TOTAL CONTROL OF A WHOLE SECTION OF UPS' PREMIER NEWSPAPER:
THE TRAI L
NO GUILT ABOUT SHAMELESSLY RIPPING OFF THE ONION/ JON STEWART
CANDIDATES MUST:
HAVE A RAZOR SHARP WIT
HAVE TOTAL COMMAND OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, INCL. AWKWARD
SYNTAX AND ANTIQUATED VOCABULARY
BE RAVISHINGLY GOOD LOOKING
THINK RON THOM IS ONE COOL DUDE
TAKE THEMSELVES VERY SERIOUSLY, BUT ALSO NOT THAT SERIOUSLY
AT THE SAME TIME
INTERESTED??? E-MAIL TRAIL@UPS.EDU WITH NAME AND BRIEF PERSONAL BIO.

UPS students engage in another boring
round of two-degrees of separation
Trail staff to be replaced by ruthless
grammar-bots
Ron Thom brings shovel to ShirtlessDude-a-palooza
Is Dr. Schillar too creepy to direct RDG?
You make the call on Oprah this week!
"Balls Deep in Science" line added to
official school song in honor of wild
Thompson Hall popularity
Student justifies Jack Johnson CD with
some crap about "personal identity" and
"being the creative one in (her) group
of friends"

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions
of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu .
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Men's crew dominates NCRC finale, women take second
By Sean Duade

Sports Editor
UPS men's crew team dominated the field at the
Northwest Collegiate Rowing Conference (NCRC)
Championships April 23 in Lake Stevens, WA., winning all
five varsity races en route to its fifth-consecutive NCRC
crown. The women's team finished runner-up to Western
Washington, who has won the NCAA Division-II rowing
championships the past two years in a row.
Both the men's and women's program's entered the
championships with momentum, having won the
Lamberth and Meyer cup's, respectively, the previous
weekend. The men came into the championships with a
bulls-eye on their back, compliments of their string of fourconsecutive NCRC titles, but they had their own agenda in
mind.
"It was a big deal for us that we won," senior Dylan
LeValley said. "That was our main goal this year, to win
conference. And then go down to WIRA's (Western
Intercollegiate Rowing Association) and do the best we
can."
The team was led by a varsity eight team made-up
entirely of seniors. Seven of those eight seniors in the
Varsity eight boat have been together since their freshman
year. What does that mean? It means that this is a team that
has never known a losing season. When their class enrolled
at Puget Sound they had already inherited the first of their
five-consecutive championships. It's a tradition that they
heard about and continued.
"I think we had some guys above us that really dedicated their life to rowing," LeValley said. "Guys who you

could tell had their hearts set on rowing for the rest of their
lives. I think that served as a good compass for this class of
seniors."
Of course it helps too that three of UPS' four coaches are
Puget Sound alumni, and have graduated within the five
years: Women's Varsity Coach Sam Taylor graduated in
2001; Women's novice coach Andy Weidman graduated in
2001; Men's Novice coach Cyrus Brown graduated in 2003,
rowing for the first three championships and coaching the
last two. It's that kind of dedication and loyalty to the sport
that undoubtedly rubs off on each incoming class.
Meanwhile, the women came into the NCRC championships hoping to avenge a loss to Western earlier in the
season, and make a statement for the upcoming WIRA
championships April 29 and 30 on Lake Natoma,
California.
"We've been neck and neck with Western all season,"
senior Jess McCullough said. "The first time we raced them
they beat us by four-seconds and they were coming off of
Spring break, so we thought they were going to be really
fast this season."
The women's varsity eight got closer this time around,
eventually losing to Western by just one-second. The race
leaves the women hungry for this weekend's race at WIRA,
where the women will once again face off with Western
and a handful of D-I schools as well.
Western came into the race ranked number one nationally in the most recent D-II rowing poll, while UPS was
ranked number four nationally in the D-HI poll. Puget
Sound can have the last laugh at the WIRA championship
and they think that not only can they beat Western
Washington. They think they can beat everyone and row

away with the whole thing.
"I think one of the main things that drives us is that
we're a D-III school and we're competing against D-II and
D-I schools that are really fast, and that's cool,"
McCullough said. "It's cool going down (to WIRA) and
feeling like the underdog. Its great getting to the starting
line and thinking, 'we're going to bring it'. You (other
teams) don't know what you're in for."
The women finished fifth last year at WIRA, a feat that
is unprecedented for a D-III school. If the team is going to
improve upon that finish they will rely heavily on their
seniors (the team races six seniors in their varsity eight
boat).
After the WIRA championships the women (depending
on a bid, and they appear to be a lock for a bid) will compete in the D-Ill national rowing championships, which
will also be held on Lake Natoma. But Crew isn't all about
championships. It's about waking up at 4:30 a.m. every
morning, agonizing practices and the other people in the
boat.
"Crew is about trust," McCullough said. "When another boat is trying to move on you and you already feel like
you're in the most pain you've ever felt in your whole life,
you just have to trust that the other girls in your boat are
laying it all out there, that's the only way that you can do it
too. Because at that point it's not physical any more. It's
about heart and it's about how strong your mind is."

Sports Editor Sean Duade personally introduced the cast of
Nickelodeon's "Rug Rats" to the idea of pants, and I think we all
know how that turned out.

Men's and women's golf end spring in middle of the pack
By Will Holden
Sports Writer
The conference championships brought
a little bit of everything for the men and
women's golf teams. It brought a taste of
success, in some cases disappointment and
a wide variety of blessing and bothers from
Mother Nature.
The women's team traveled to Blue
River, Ore. and Aspen Lakes golf course for
their season finale. Mother Nature had it
in for these Logger women as junior Laura
Stafford said, "The first day was really
windy, and the second day we got to play
in the snow and hail."
Surprisingly Stafford and sophomore
Emily Lau were more annoyed with the
wind than the nasty combination of snow
and hail.
"(The snow and rain) didn't bother me
as much as I thought it would," Lau said,
"because it wasn't all that wet and the
grips didn't get that slippery. It was just
kind of weird."
But no matter how the weather acted,
the Logger ladies trudged on. "We played
right through it," said freshman Jill Lyon.
While the weather was not up to par,
most of the Loggers had played at Aspen
Lakes before and were glad to return. "We
really like the course," Lau said.
Lau was one of the
favorites to win the conference individual title, along
with Linfield's Leslie
Wheeler and Pacific's
Molly Lindbloom.
Lau finished the weekend in second-place
behind Wheeler, with a
combined score of 159 over
two rounds. Wheeler beat
Lau by two strokes, and
Lindbloom finished five
shots off the lead for thirdplace. Stafford also put in
an impressive performance, shooting a combined
score of 176 and finishing
seventh overall.
As a team, the UPS
women finished in third
place with a team score of
718. Lau was especially
impressed with her team's
performance on the second
day.
"Everyone on our team
There
broke 100," said Lau, "it
was a really positive way
to end our season."
As for the men, Mother
Nature was a little kinder.
•

"The weather was great," sophomore
Scott Brozena said. "It was sunny and in
the high 60's. And for the first tournament
all year it wasn't pouring rain."
Good weather or not, the course proved
challenging.
"They made some of the pin positions
extremely difficult," Brozena said. "And
on some holes it was nearly impossible to
go at the flag."
However, that did not stop senior Matt
Ristine and junior Michael Bowles from
having solid tournaments. Mistine finished
sixth overall with a total score of 223 over
three rounds while Bowles finished seventh with a total score of 227.
As a team, the UPS men were disappointed with their fourth-place finish as
they put together a team total of 918. UPS
finished behind Whitworth (895),
Willamette (898), Linfield and
Pacific Lutheran (both shot 912).
"I think it is fair to say the team
was disappointed with our finish
considering our recent win in the
spring tournament," head coach
Richard Ulrich said. "I, personally,
felt we were capable of placing in
the top three if we played to our
potential."
Despite a rough finish to the season, the men were content with

Stressed Out
Come to the
DeStress Fest!

their season overall.
"We improved as the season went along
after incorporating a few new players and
losing some players along the year, and we
won 1 tournament, which was an improvement form last year," senior Ryan Savage
said. "I liked the fact that the whole team
has a good relationship and supports each
other. I also liked that we were able to win
a tournament my senior year."
As far as the future goes, only three
players will be lost from the entire program, with all three coming from the men's
team. The ladies will return all six golfers.
"I think we have a very bright future
and if we all stick with it we have a chance
to win conference next year," Stafford said.
The men's team on the other hand, will
lose seniors Ian Courtage, Ristine, and

Savage.
"All three have been four year members
of the Logger golf team, and they will be
missed," Ulrich said.
"It has been great playing with Matt,
Ian and Ryan the past three years and we
will definitely miss them next year,"
Brozena said.
So three Loggers ride off into the sunset, but for the rest of them, this summer is
no off-season. What is Brozena's plan?
"I will be working at a golf course and
playing all the free golf that I can to get
ready for next season." Hopefully all the
other Logger golfers get as good a deal as
him!

Sports Writer Will Holden eats lighting
and craps thunder ... dude seriously, there's
medication for that.
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What sports means to sports guys:
A compilation of sweet memories
Aluminum high school sweetheart
The greatest sports moment of my
career would have to be an occasion that
happened two summers ago. The instance
consisted of the phenomenon that is the
best feeling in the world of sports.
Something, sadly I can say I've only experienced once. The home run. It is a feeling
unlike any other, because everything is
perfect. The sound of aluminum striking
leather, the feeling of your bat making
contact and the visual of the ball soaring
over a seven-foot tall green fence — they
are all remarkable.
My experience with the homerun came
against my high school's archrival, the
Chatfield Chargers, or the Chat Rats as we
knew them. The moment also made this
occasion special, as it was one of epic proportions.
My team found ourselves down two in
the top of the seventh, the last inning in a
high school game. I came up with runners

The ping heard 'round the world

on first and second and two outs. Now I
wasn't a bad hitter, but I was certainly no
power hitter, and the Chat Rat on the
mound knew that. He was a cocky one,
and he blew two fastballs by me. I was
down 0-2 and my team needed me. I
stepped out of the box, and I remember
thinking, I can't let me let them down.
I stepped back in the box, knowing that
this 6-foot-5 inch mass of arrogance would
want to strike me out with the gas he had
just displayed, and sure enough, fastball
inside. The next thing I remember was
seeing the ball fly into a house 70 feet
beyond the left field fence.
I wish I could tell you we won that
game. However, that brainless pitcher
came up with a runner on, and put one
420-feet to dead center field, and we lost
by one. Damn those Rats.
Will Holden

On April 10, 1971, a team of table-tennis (or as the Chinese call it, ping-pong)
athletes crossed a bridge from Hong
Kong to mainland China. They were the
first Americans to step foot in China
since the Communist Revolution in 1949,
jumpstarting U.S. China relations. It was
the beginning of Ping-Pong Diplomacy.
In 1996, Stanford University hosted
the 25th anniversary of Ping-Pong
Diplomacy. Top Olympic athletes from
China and the U.S. came together in an
exhibition performance, representing the
continuing success of U.S. China diplomacy.
In addition to current pongers, the
event featured a few of the original ath-

—

Three pitches; three up, three down
I set a record once. A record held by all
the greats, Roger Clemens, Greg Maddux,
even Babe Ruth equaled my feat. There we
were, the best team from Jowa at the regional championships, thinking we were all hot
stuff because we had walked through the
state title game. The ace of our pitching staff
got rocked, early and often. As it turned out
those farm boys from North Dakota could
hit.
"Matt, go get warm, in a hurry," Coach
says and so I go break out my junk fastball, a
curve ball Barry Zito dreams of, and a splitter that goes so slow it walks to the plate.
I come out pumped up. I'm thinking I can
blow a fastball by these guys on the inner
half. I can't really, but they don't know that,

and neither do I. First pitch, inside corner,
ping, deep fly to left field, Cody sprints to
the wall, jumps on the billboards and pulls it
in, one out, one pitch. Next pitch, inner half,
one-hopper to third baseman, hit so hard I
don't hear the ping of the bat until after
Dave grabs it out of the air. He whizzes it to
first, two outs, two pitches. I determine to
actually get inside on this guy, and break his
hands on the pitch; he rolls a short one
between me and the Dave. I start for it, and
then realize I have the best shortstop in western Iowa. He grabs it and chucks it on to
first.
Three pitches. Three outs. Record Books.
I'm all over them.

—Matt Stevens

letes that began the tradition 25 years
earlier. It also featured me.
As a young student of table-tennis, I
had the opportunity to play a few points
against these stars. Although we could
not communicate orally, we were able to
have a conversation using two sounds on
the table — ping ... pong ... ping ...
pong.
The highlight of the evening for
myself was, after smashing the hell out of
the ball only to be easily lobbed back
repeatedly, watching my Chinese opponent jump onto the table in the middle of
a point and slam the ball on my side. His
footprint is still on the table.

—Jeff Swiryn

The day Sean Duade hit for the cycle
I hit for the cycle once in a bathing
suit on a ninety-degree day in
Connecticut. It was Labor Day and all
of my cousins on my mother's side
gathered for a barbeque at the White's
house.
Whiffle ball and barbeques tend to
go together, especially around the
younger set.
Well, my cousin, Collin, talked
some mean trash talk and he said he
had been developing a curveballchangeup that he called a junkball.
After no more then two-and-a-half hot
dogs I had had enough of jive-ass
smack and we decided to split up
sides, Collin the captain of one team
myself the captain of the other.
Turns out the sly talking Collin didn't have too much junk in his junkball
that day. No, sir. I torched him. Of
course he howled and cursed up a

storm b.aming the humidity and the
squirrels that he thought had a lousy
habit of dropping acorns during his
wind up. But when all was said and
done, I had hit two homeruns, a single,
a double and a triple, for the first, and
only Duade-White Family GetTogether cycle.
Sure, I had a 2.333 slugging percentage, and sure, I had 7 RBI, and yes,
I had my five year-old cousin make me
an MVP trophy out of a paper plate
and five cherry popsicle sticks, which
were delicious. But am I a hero? No.
I'm just your everyday guy, who got
to lord a mythical sports triumph over
his poor cousin's head for an entire
year. Graciously rubbing it in his face
at every opportunity. And isn't that
what sports is all about? Hmmm?
Hmmmm? Yeah, probably not.
—Sean Duade

Madness hits West Virgnia in style
What is there not to love about sports? I
mean besides the sports agents, astronomical
salaries, substance abusing athletes and corporate exploitation. Name an illegal activity and
an athlete has probably been involved. Our
poster children shoot their limo driver, throw
their murdered girlfriend into the trunk of their
car and bite off portions of their opposition's
ear. They threaten to eat their opponent's
babies, choke their coaches and won't play
until daddy gives them a bigger allowance.
Still, through all of the corruptness, exploitation and preferential treatment, sports still have
the capacity for me to be the most beautiful
moments of my year.
Take this year's Albuquerque Regional Final
in the Men's NCAA basketball tournament.

The West Virginia Mountaineers knocking
down three-point shot after three-point shot
from distances closer to their campus in
Morgantown (where?) than anywhere in New
Mexico, to lead by 13 at the half. Then, they still
wind up losing because a group of Louisville
Cardinals refused to give the forgotten state
west of Virginia something to be famous for.
I don't know anyone in West Virginia, and
I've never been to the state. Name three
famous West Virginians and I'd look at you like
I was George W. Bush in a spelling bee. Yet, for
some reason, that Saturday afternoon I might as
well have been from West Virginia. For me,
sports can always give me a place to be from,
even places I'm not.
—Greg Chalfin

Fourth down and fourteen in overtime
When underdog Ohio State, the second
largest college in America, beat the gleaming
Miami Hurricanes in the 2003 National
Championship at Sun Devil Stadium, a gem of
a season was finished. To say Ohio State loves
football is a genuine understatement. With a
home stadium of 108,000 sold out seats with
fans that burn cars, it is the second largest college stadium behind Ann Arbor's stadium at
the University of Michigan, the only rival to
many of Ohio's hick towns that total 11 million
people. It is football's biggest rivalry.
Before that season even started, Ohio State
Coach Jim Tressel always spoke to his team
about the last play, and the Buckeyes roared all
season from the first play of the first game to
the last play of the national championship,

determined to prolong that last play as much as
possible.
In the title game, when it seemed that
Miami secured its predicted victory with Ohio
State at fourth and 14 in overtime, Tressel's
words turned into fate. Quarterback Craig
Krenzel hounded a pass down the throat of the
Hurricanes to receiver Michael Jenkins for 17
yards to demolish Miami's chance to finally put
the Buckeyes on their knees. Then in the second overtime, Tressel's team blitzed like a cat
into the end zone at fourth and one as a perfect
last play to capture a national championship
title for a town that rests isolated and forgotten
in America's empty heartland.

— Oliver Reif
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65% have 0 - 4 drinks* when they party
79% did not drive after drinking
75 % used a designated driver when drinking
(For some people any amount of drinking may be dangerous)
Based on 2001NCHA survey data

Questions? Want to get involved?
Call Counseling, Health & Wellness Services at 8791555
*one drink= one 12 oz. beer, 4-5 oz. wine, 1 oz. hard liquor
Know the alcohol policy in The Logger
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Softball finishes season in style with three wins
UPS.
April 24 was a day for the pitchers and the Logger
defense. Roberts dominated as she threw the first game
Three seniors (Tara Jansson, Kayla Wells and Maren
for UPS. The only hard hit ball she gave up was a leadoff double in the fourth, but she mowed down the rest of
Buck) finished their playing days at UPS this week on a
high note, beating rival Pacific Lutheran University in the Lutes so they could not push any across. The Lutes
their final home game. On April 23, the Loggers traveled got their first run in the sixth. UPS came back with their
to Parkland for a doubleheader, but were tripped up by
best chance to score in the bottom of the sixth, but were
hurt by poor base running. With one out, Jen Herod
the hot hitting of the Lutes, falling 8-1 and 10-3. April 24
was a day for the pitchers, as both teams' rubber-pushers reached first on an error and was replaced by a pinch
runner. Lindsay Fujita ripped a ball off the left center
came out strong. UPS lost the first match-up 2-0 but came
up clutch in the second, winning 5-2. April 26 saw the wall, but the pinch runner was thrown out at third. It was
a great relay by the Lute shortstop, but the pinch runner
Loggers travel to Pacific to finish the season, where they
was too hesitant, fearful that the ball might be caught up
also picked up two wins, with scores of 13-3 and 8-0. The
Loggers finish the season with a 18-19 overall record and
and she would be doubled up at first. Kayla Wells, the
next batter, hit a looper to short right field, but the right11-15 in the Northwest Conference.
The first game on April 23 was an early pitcher's battle,
fielder made a great sliding catch to preserve the shutout
as both teams entered the fifth inning tied at one. PLU was for the Lutes.
able to push across three runs in the bottom of the frame.
The Lutes were able to push across a security run in
They later added four more on a grand-slam off the bat of the seventh by way of an error, walk and single. UPS
Gretchen Ruecker. Sophomore Jessica Roberts took the came up with another great chance to score in the sevloss for the Loggers and also knocked home their lone enth, but couldn't get it done. UPS had runners on first
RBI.
and second with no outs, but the next three went down
in order, leaving the game at 2-0.
The second game was more of the same, as the hitters
The second game on Sunday was a dominant pitching
of PLU continued to find holes in the Logger defense. The
joriallKliewer/ASUPSPhouServices
Lutes put five runs together in the second on five hits, two
performance by Herlache, guiding the Loggers to their 5TRY TO HIT THIS YOU DIRTY LUTE—A Logger pitchhit batters, and the most damaging, two Logger errors.
2 victory. Herlache got the Lutes swinging early in the
er winds up to deliver some nasty underhand heat. The
The Lutes continued to pound at UPS, notching one run in counts, placing pitches in places where the Lutes could
Loggers split their final homestand against PLU.
the third, two in the fourth and one in the sixth. All three only get themselves out (which they did). Both of
Herlache's runs were unearned. They came in the third
of the Logger runs came on a three-run home run in the
fly and Barone drove in Gee with an infield hit. Those
fifth by Maren Buck. Adrian Herlache took the loss for and in the fourth; the fourth inning was particular frusthree were all Herlache needed as she cruised through the
trating as the Lutes bunted, but UPS bounced the ball
seventh to finally get the Lutes.
to first and the ball rolled to the wall, allowing the
After the game Jansson could hardly contain her excitebunter to score.
ment.
UPS allowed their seniors to respond, and they cer"PLU is our cross-town rival, so beating them felt
tainly did. Tara Jansson led off the bottom of the sixth
great," Janson said. "After the game I was so happy I just
with a double to right center. She moved up to third
wanted to stay there and soak in the moment. It couldn't
on a wild pitch, and scored on Valerie Barone's have been a better feeling the way we came back to win
ground ball to third, in which the third baseman's
the game, after a close first game."
throw home went to the backstop. Fujita drove in
On April 26, the Loggers took two from the Pacific
Barone with a single to center, and just like that the
Boxers. With the wins against Pacific, UPS finishes the seaLoggers had tied it up. Herlache, as all great pitchers
son in fifth place in the NWC.
do, sent the Lutes dow-ii in order, expanding the growJansson, who played her last game in a UPS uniform
ing mointitum for the Loggers.
the night of April 26, spoke for the all the seniors when she
In the bottom of the sixth, Roberts led off with a
said she would miss the people most about her UPS career.
single to left, and Nicole Strickland followed it up by
"I have played on many teams but this team had someripping a single down the left field line. Hailey Gee thing that my other teams had lacked," she said. "I always
had been having a tough day at the plate, but she had
have said that I might not remember every great play that
a great at bat, fouling off numerous tough pitches,
I made or every game that we won, but I will remember
Jonah Kliewer/ASUPS Phpto Services
finally singling up the middle and driving home the people that I have played with."
CAUGHT HER LOOKIN' An unlucky Lute watches the ball
Roberts. Angela Skeels drove in Strickland with a sacSports Writer Matt Stevens wakes up every morning upset
sail right passed her.
By Matt Stevens
Sports Writer

—

Women's track and field takes fourth, men fifth, in NWC Championship
By Greg Chalfin
Sports Writer
Puget Sound's Track and Field team
competed in the Northwest Conference
Championships in McMinnville, Ore., on
April 22 and 23. This was the culminating
event for many UPS competitors, for a season that began with the commencement of
the spring semester. Overall, the Logger
men and women finished fourth and fifth
respectively; however, there were many
impressive individual accomplishments
among the UPS competitors.
"We were very pleased with the competitive effort of both the men's and
women's teams. We had great leadership
from the seniors and have a very talented
young group to work with in the future.
We finished just about were we thought we
would," coach Mike Orechia said.
Among the highlights was senior Katie
Heaton, a two-time All American, capturing her fourth NWC pole vault championship in four years. She cleared a height
of 10'8" to leave the NWC as she entered it
— pole vault champion. Both the women's
and the men's teams scored more points
this year than they have in past years.
"We don't have as big of a team as some
of the other schools, so really improving

from year to year is all we can hope for. I
am really proud of the team and all the
hard work and heart everyone put in,"
Heaton said.
The women got an added boost from
freshman Colleen Godfrey. Taking the title
in both the 5,000 meter and steeplechase
events in her first NWC Championship
appearance, Godfrey was able to contribute valuable points. The 5,000 came
down to a dramatic finish as Godfrey outsprinted a Whitworth competitor to win by
the narrow margin of seven tenths of a second. In the steeplechase, Godfrey had her
personal best time by 15 seconds and
cruised to victory.
Other notable results on the women's
side were seniors Hillary Dobson and Sara
Burnet, with fourth and sixth place respective finishes in the 5,000, and freshman
Monica Groves and Stephanie Senescall
finished second and fourth respectively, in
the high jump.
On the men's side, junior Frank Prince
was able to defend his NWC championship in the 10,000 meter race in dominant fashion, winning by a comfortable,
impressive 45-second margin. However,
he said his individual accomplishment is
not what the conference championship
meet is about.
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"The conference championships are a
very different type of meet because the
focus is only on the team aspect of track
and not the individual aspect," Prince said.
"While we had people qualify for nationals, set school records, set personal records
and get onto the UPS Top 10 list at the
Conference Championships this year,
those all were added bonuses, as the main
goal was to score points for the team."
Freshman Pete Van Sant was able to
match Godfrey's efforts on the women's
side with two conference titles of his own
in his first NWC championship appearance. Van Sant, a competitor in the 200meter dash and the long jump, won both
events he entered. His jump of 21', 10"
was more than two inches farther than any
other competitor. Sophomore Brian
Kramer finished third in the high jump
and brought home the NWC championship in the triple jump.
Other notable performances on the
men's side were highlighted by the UPS
distance runners. While Prince led the
charge with his win in the 10,000 and second place finish in the 5,000, senior Taylor
Hallvik and juniors Nick Mayers and
Stephen Peacock all were able to score
points for the Loggers in long distance
events. Also noteworthy is UPS' perform-

ance in the pole vault, as juniors Greg
Gause and Burch Greene finished second
and fourth respectively.
Orechia was surprised by the number of
conference championships his Loggers
have claimed.
"We had seven conference champions
compared to five last year. Considering
that Dan McLean graduated and Jena
Robinson was unable to compete, that (the
NWC meet) was an incredible performance," he said.
For many Puget Sound competitors, the
NWC Championships marked the end of
the 2005 season. However, five have met
the NCAA provisional standard for the
National Championships in Waverly, Iowa,
over Memorial Day weekend, May 26-28.
Before then, the remaining UPS competitors will attempt to improve their marks by
competing in the Ken Shannon Invitational
on May 7, hosted by the University of
Washington. Overall, the Northwest
Conference championship meet was a
definitive success.
"Whenever Mike (Orechia) gets really
excited about something he yells out 'Yeah
Babe' ... it was a 'Yeah Babe' weekend,"
Prince said.
Sports Writer Greg Chalfin often sleeps with
a lifesize fluffy version of Cal Ripken, Jr.
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